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-206BEFORE THE DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION
OF THE STATE OF HONTANA
In the matter of the adoption
of a rule concerning compensatory time and overtime for
State employees.
TO:

NOTICE OF PROPOSED ADOPTION
OF COMPENSATORY TIME AND
OVERTIME RULE. NO PUBLIC
HEARING IS CONTEMPLATED.

All Interested Persons:

l.
On or after April 14, 1979, the Department of Administration proposes to adopt a Rule concerning compensatory
time and overtime for State employees.
2.
The proposed Rule does not replace or modify any
section currently found in the Montana Administrative Code.
3.
The proposed Rule reads as follows:
RULE I. INTRODUCTION.
(a)
This Rule supersedes the
previous Montana Operations Manual policy number 3-0210,
Compensatory Time and Overtime, dated December 1, 1976.
(b)
This Rule is to assist management in the fair and
consistent administration of compensatory time and overtime
for those employees required to work in excess of 40 hours in a
workweek.
RULE II. DEFINITIONS.
(a)
Compensatory Time means paid
time off on an hour-for-hour basis granted to exempt employees
for time in a pay status in excess of forty (40) hours in a
workweek.
(b)
Exempt Employee means an employee in a position
classified as executive, administrative or professional, as
such terms are defined in the Administrative Rules of !<lantana,
24-3.14BII(2)-Sl420 through 24-3.14BII(2)-Sl440.
(c)
Non-Exempt or Covered Employee means an employee in
a position that is not classified as executive, administrative
or professional, as such terms are defined in the Administrative Rules of Montana, 24-3.14BII(2)-Sl420 through 24-3.14BII(2)Sl440, covered by the provisions of the Montana Minimum Wage
Law of 1971.
(d)
Overtime means time worked by a non-exempt employee
in excess of forty (40) hours in a workweek.
(e)
Workday means the number of hours designated by
management to fulfill needs of each position, usually consisting of eight (8) hours in one twenty-four (24) hour period.
(f) workweek means a regularly recurring period of 168
hours in the form of seven consecutive 24-hour periods.
RULE III. POLICY.
(a)
Work Scheduling: Whenever
possible, employee work assignments shall be arranged to preclude work in excess of forty hours per workweek. Changes to
the workweek schedule may be made if the change is intended
to be permanent and not evasive of overtime requirements.
(b)
Overtime: All employees classified non-exempt as
defined above, will receive overtime compensation for hours
worked over forty (40) in a workweek at the rate of one and
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one-half (1~) times their regular hourly wage. Non-exempt employees may not elect to accept compensatory time in lieu of
overtime payments at premium rates.
(c) compensatory Time: Exempt employees as defined
above will receive compensatory time if they work over forty
(40) hours in a workweek.
The time shall be recorded, then
used at a mutually agreeable later date during regular work
hours.
(i) Compensatory time may be accumulated to a maximum of
120 hours. When assigning necessary work in excess of 40
hours to an employee with the maximum hours already accrued,
the excess hours must be used by the next January 1 or July 1
(whichever accommodates the peak work load period), or be lost.
(ii) Upon receipt of a reasonable and timely request, the
employer shall allow an employee compensatory time off to avoid
forfeiture of compensatory time according to (i) above. The
same shall apply if a voluntary termination or transfer to
another agency within the same jurisdiction is pending.
(iii) Compensatory time may be transferred with the employee to another agency providing the new employer agrees.
(d)
Productive Work: Overtime or compensatory time is
usually compensated only for hours actually worked; however,
employees held at a work site are entitled to compensation.
It is the responsibility of a supervisor to assign useful,
productive work.
If none is assigned, the employee's right to
compensation will not be affected.
(e) Authority to ~pprove Overtime or Compensatory Time
Earned: Employees shall obtain approval from the proper
authority, in advance when possible, for permission to work in
excess of forty hours per workweek.
(f) Qualifying Hours:
(i)
Compensatory Time: All
hours in a pay status are considered for purposes of calculating compensatory time earned.
(ii)
overtime: All hours worked are paid at least
regular time; however, only those hours the employee is present
at work during a workweek are considered for the purpose of
calculating overtime payments, Absent time, including holidays,
paid and unpaid leaves are not counted toward the 40-hour workweek maximum.
(g)
Records: Hours worked in excess of 40 in a workweek
must be reported on a time and attendance form to be compensable.
(i)
Compensatory Time: Compensatory time may be earned
in half hour increments during the workweek, but the recorded
amount for compensation purposes shall be in full hours only.
(ii) overtime: Overtime must be paid even though it may
be in fractional hours.
The fractional increment may be
rounded off to the nearest few minutes or nearest one-tenth or
quarter hour, providing that over a period of time this does
not result in the failure to compensate the employee for the
entire time actually worked.
MAR Notice No. 2-2-36
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(h)
Call Back: When an employee is required to return to
perform unscheduled routine or emergency work at the end of a
regular workday or on a day off, the employee is entitled pay
at either the appropriate overtiwe rate or with compensatory
time. Minimum pay for call back is one hour.
(i)
Travel:
Travel should be scheduled within the ewployee's regular workday whenever possible.
However, travel
time outside the regular schedule may be compensable.
Travel
time is compensable whenever it is necessary to conduct official business authorized by the employer.
Such travel should
be in accordance with a preferred travel plan established by
the employer.
(i)
Travel time includes only those hours necessarily
incurred in transportation.
It does not include hours spent
for meals or lodging.
(ii) Time spent returning a vehicle to a garage, refueling,
cleaning, and/or completing required travel reports is compensable.
(iii) Travel time for returning to and from work as in
Call Back above is compensable.
(j)
Training:
Time required or approved by the employer
to be spent attending lectures, meetings or training is considered working time for purposes of calculating overtime payments or compensatory time earned.
(k)
Request for Interpretation:
Questions regarding
exempt, non-exempt classifications and other wage and hour
law and regulations matters should be directed to authorized
representatives of the Labor Standards Division (LSD), !>lantana
Department of Labor and Industry.
Before formally contacting
the Labor Standards Division, employees and managers who
disagree with LSD's interpretation should request reconsideration through their agency by contacting their personnel
representative.
RULE IV. CLOSING.
(a)
'l'his Rule shall apply to full
time employees or part time employees, permanent, temporary
or seasonal.
(b)
This Rule shall be util.ized unless it conflicts with
negotiated labor contract provisions, which shall take precedence to the extent applicable.
4.
The reason for this Rule is as follows:
There is a
critical need to provide compensatory time and overtime procedures for State employees.
Adoption of these Rules will
assure fair and consistent administration of compensatory
time and overtime for those employees required to work in excess of 40 hours in a workweek.
5.
Interested persons may submit their data, view or
arguments concerning the proposed adoption to the Administrator, Personnel Division, Department of Administ:r·ation, Room
130, Mitchell Building, Helena, Montana 59601.
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6.
If a person directly affected wishes to express his
data, views, or arguments orally or in writing at a public
hearing, he must make written request for a public hearing
and submit his request along with any written comments to that
office before April 12, 1979.
7.
If the department receives requests for a public
hearing on the proposed Rule from more than ten percent (10%}
or twenty-five (25} or more persons directly affected, a
public hearing will be held at a later date. Notification of
parties will be made by publication in the Administrative
Register.
8.
The authority of the Department to make the proposed
adoption of the Rule is based on Section 2-18-102, MCA (59-913,
R.C.M., 1947}. Implementation is based on Section 2-18-102,
MCA (59-913, R.C.M., 1947}.

Department of Administration
Certified to the Secretary of State,

~mR
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-210BEFORE THE DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION
OF THE STATE OF MONTANA
In the matter of the adoption )
of a rule concerning new
)
employee orientation for State)
employees.
)
TO:

NOTICE OF PROPOSED ADOPTION
OF NEW EMPLOYEE ORIENTATION
RULE. NO PUBLIC HEARING
CONTEMPLATED.

All Interested Persons:

1.
On or after April 14, 1979, the Department of Administration proposes to adopt a Rule concerning new employee
orientation for State employees.
2.
The proposed Rule does not replace or modify any
section currently found in the Montana Administrative Code.
3.
The proposed Rule reads as follows:
RULE I. INTRODUCTION. Orientation is the process of
familiarizing new employees with their organizational assignments, introducing them to the staff, explaining benefits and
relating their work to organizational goals and objectives.
The orientation program is intended for all new State employees,
except independent contractors.
RULE II. POLICY. This policy provides a guideline for
New Employee Orientation to:
(a)
Promote employee identification with the State.
(b)
Encourage a high level of motivation by integrating
the interests and goals of the State with those of the
individual.
(c)
Promote mutually satisfying interpersonal relationships between present employees and the new employee.
(d)
Acquaint the new employee with the position responsibilities.
(e)
Successfully initiate the employee into the probation
period.
Refer to Policy 3-0925, Probation.
RULE III. PROCEDURE. Any of the following already
covered by other procedures or not applicable to the job need
not be applied in this orientation procedure. The immediate
supervisor and/or personnel representative has the primary
responsibility for insuring an orderly and systematic orientation process of introducing the new employee to co-workers,
explaining job responsibilities, touring office facilities,
providing adequate supplies and materials, and discussing
organizational responsibilities.
(a)
Prior to the employee's
arrival, the supervisor and/or personnel representative should:
(i) Review job application, resume, etc.; (ii) Review duties
and performance standards of position; (iii) Prepare work
area; (iv) Identify known on-the-job training needs; (v)
Prepare personnel file; (vi) Assign orientation partner.
(b)
Employee Orientation Data Sheet: During the first
day on the job, each new employee should be presented an
Employee Orientation Data Sheet (attached) , filled out in
advance.
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(c)
Orientation Meeting: A definite time should be set
aside for the supervisor and/or personnel representative to
meet with the new employee, preferably during the employee's
first day on the job. At this time the new employee may be
presented the Orientation Check List (attached) , which may
be used as reference for conducting the meeting.
Any items on
the check list that are not applicable need not be completed.
The suggested check list should provide an orderly method of
presenting information to the new employee to maximize retention of the material discussed.
Follow-up meetings may be
scheduled as required at the convenience of the employee/supervisor and/or personnel representative.
(i) During the meeting
the supervisor and/or personnel representative should discuss
with the employee the duties and performance standards of the
position.
The employee should be given a copy of the job
description for review.
(ii) The supervisor and/or personnel representative should
brief the employee on State, department and work unit policies
and procedures that affect the job and working conditions.
These policies, procedures and rules should be in writing for
consistent and efficient reference. The supervisor and/or
personnel representative should inform the employee on use of
office systems, operating equipment, telephones, etc., and
explain and review rules of conduct.
(iii) The employe~ should not be flooded with too much
information during the meeting as the orientation program is
a systematic process and more information will be provided
later.
Providing the employee with such information in
writing ensures maximum retention.
(d)
Orientation References: The supervisor or personnel
representative may refer to the following or provide cop~es
for the employee to read:
(i) Employee Handbook; (ii) Statewide Classification and Pay Plans Manual; (iii) Department
Manual(s); (iv) Department Group Insurance Manual; (v)
Montana Operations Manual, Volume III; (vi) Montana Code
Annotated, 1947 (when applicable).
(e)
Orientation Partner:
During the orientation process,
consideration may be given to assigning an employee who is an
experienced fellow worker to act as an orientation partner.
This person's responsibility is to assist in the induction
process by answering questions, introducing the employee to
co-workers, touring office facilities, generally familiarizing
the new employee with the new environment, helping with minor
problems which can arise, or briefing the employee on other
important items not already discussed.
(f)
Department Employees:
should also assist the new
employee during the induction period to make the employee feel
welcome and an important, integral part of the organization.
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(g)
New Employee Orientation workshop: The State Training
Section will hold one day New Employee Orientation workshops
regularly. All new employees should be scheduled to attend.
The hiring agency may pre-register (form attached) the employee
when the hiring papers are prepared.
The Personnel Division
will be responsible for scheduling, notification and content of
the orientation program.
(i)
The format may vary slightly
from time to time; however, the topics will include: providing
public service, Equal Employment Opportunity, organizational
structure, employee benefits and responsibilities, personnel
policies and procedures and career development.
(ii) At the New Employee orientation workshop each new
employee will be presented an orientation folder that contains
the minimum following articles:
(A) Official State Employee
Handbook; (B) Copy of Departmental Insurance Package; (C)
Salary Schedule; (D) Orientation Training Schedule.
(iii) Those employees not planned to attend the New
Employee Orientation workshop should receive either a statewide or agency handbook the first few days of employment.
RULE IV. CONCLUSION. This Rule shall be followed unless
it conflicts with negotiated labor contracts, which shall take
precedence to the extent applicable.
4.
The reason for this Rule is as follows:
There is a
critical need to provide orientation procedures for new employees. Adoption of these Rules will assure consistent application of orientation procedures for such employees.
5.
Interested persons may submit their data, view or
arguments concerning the proposed adoption to the Administrator,
Personnel Division, Department of Administration, Room 130,
Mitchell Building, Helena, Montana 59601.
6.
If a person directly affected wishes to express his
data, views, or arguments orally or in writing at a public
hearing, he must make written request for a public hearing
and submit his request along with any written comments to that
office before April 12, 1979.
7.
If the department receives requests for a public
hearing on the proposed Rule from more than ten percent (10%)
or twenty-five (25) or more persons directly affected, a
public hearing will be held at a later date. Notification of
parties will be made by publication in the Administrative
Register.
8.
The authority of the Department to make the proposed
adoption of the Rule is based on Section 2-18-102, MCA (59-913,
R.C.N., 1947).
Implementation is based on Section 2-18-102,
MCA (59-913, R.C.M., 1947).

Dav1d Lew1s, D1rector
Department of Administration
Certified to the Secretary of State,
5-3/15/79
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EXAMPLE

fi~l
'~

STATE
Employee Orientation Data Sheet

OF

MONTANA

As a "'ference guide for all new employees this Data Sheet should be filled out in advance and
pre$1!nted to the employee during the employee's f1rst day on the job.

~tarting

I. Nam

2. Depart men

Divisio

3. Bu...a

c:..ction

4. Classification Cod

s.

Oat

Till

Position Grade---Step---Annual Salary

6. Immediate Supervisor's Name/Title

7. Division Administrator

8. Department Director
9. Office Addre«.

"'om Number

10. Office Phone Number
II. Pay Periods and Date

12. Orientation Partnet
13. Work Hou

'unch

Rrea

14. Date Eligible for Annual U.ave

IS. Date Eligible for Sick U.ave
16. Probationary Period End
17. Date Eligible for Anniversary Step lncrea..,

18. Date Eligible for Merit Increase

PO·t N~WI .. JI

~R

Notice No. 2-2-37
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EXAMPLE

..········~

STf'\Tt
OF
MONTANA

'

'

ORIENTATION CHECK LIST

Em~OYM'~::::::::::::::::::::::::~~:;:::::S~u~~:·:•i:~:·~;;.::::::::::::::
Departmen1
Division
Bureau
Qasslflc:ation Yitle

Grade

Starting

Oat~

THEI£ ITEM:fl SHOULD BE COVERED THE FIRST FEW DAYS 011' EMPLOYMENT

1. COMPLETION OF FORMS:
_ _ Withholding Statement
_ _ Orientation Oata Sheet
_ _ PEAS rlltil'lin"'llnt form

- - TRS

PayroU StatUI

Turnaround DocurTMnt
Decedent's
Warrant
Olhor
__
_ _ __

2. PROVIDED EMPLOYEE WITH AND/OR EXPLAINED USAGE:
_ _ Ho.pitlliZ.tion lnsuranr;e
_ _ Death &: Dismemberment Insurance

_ _ Current Staff Tell:tphone/
Org~niutional Chart
- - 5tMLe Capitol Telephone U1rectory

_ _ Travel Information
_ _ Office M•nuai/Review
_ _ Telephone Billing Card (if applicable)
_ _ K-vfor~o~
)
- - Po.ition Desaiption

- - Objec::tives of the DePIIrti'TMin't
_ _ Code of E:thics
_ _ lnuoductlon . other personnel
_ _ Workarea
_ _ Authoriled usage of telephone

C1.1rntn'l EvliiU.tion PJ•n
Designata Orient.tion Partner (if applicable)
EEO Reg'-'l•tion'

Grieva!'lce Proceduri!S
State Capitol Credit Union
U.S. Savings Bonds
Time&. Anendanot reporting
Mlil Procedures
Office Polieiet/Psrsonnel Policies
(MOM, VoL 1111
Reporting •bsencat/sick/vacation

!~~:.aves

Owrtime/O:Jmpensatory
Office Newsletter

Initial equipMent and

sup~ies

Othor·-----~

& INFORMED EMPLOYEE OF:
_ _ Work houn/lunch/rest periods

Facflfti··s (Safety regulations. restroom. etc.)

_ _ Pay periods/deductions, etc.
_ _ Procedure/r,quisitioning supplieJ, etc.

Probation
Unicm Ac:t,ivity

SIGNATURE--------------------------------~D,n•-----------------------

Employee's Sopervisor and/or Personne t· Representative

PD·KI NEWII-11
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STATE

NEW EMPLOYEE ORIENTATION
PRE-REGISTRATION FORM

OF

MONTANA

Complete this fonn and forward to:
Department of Administration
Training Section
Room 130, Mitchell Building
Helena, Montana 59601
Please pre-register the following employee(s) in your next available

NEW EMPLOYEE ORIENTATION TRAINING SESSION
It is undersood that the registration wiD be con fumed with a notification letter.
epartrnen

Till
Division{Burea

cal Addre
Title

2.

Division/Bureau

epartmen

cal Addre
Title

3.
Division/Burea

partrnent
cal Addre

Title

4.

cal Addre

DiviJion/Burea

s.

partment

Title
Division{Burea

partmen
cal Addre

Ilepartrnent _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _uivision _ _ _ _ _ __,, Bureau__ _ _ _ __
Address---------------------Agency Cod•----Dat"---------Authorized Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

PO ·1:1 NEW 1·11
"' Or tln.111. ta~nm~nt of AGmlnlstr.ltlon, Flnt Copy, Supervltor
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-216BEFORE THE DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION
OF THE STATE OF MONTANA
In the Matter of the adoption
of a rule concerning Exit
Interview for State employees
TO:

NOTICE OF PROPOSED ADOPTION
OF EXIT INTERVIEW RULE. NO
PUBLIC HEARING CONTEMPLATED.

All Interested Persons:

1.
On or after April 14, 1979, the Department of Administration proposes to adopt a Rule concerning Exit Interview
for State employees.
2.
The proposed Rule does not replace or modify any
section currently found in the Montana Administrative Code.
3.
The proposed Rule reads as follows:
RULE I.
INTRODUCTION. When an employee plans to resign
or transfer from a State position, the employee should notify
the immediate supervisor at least two weeks prior to the date
of termination. Notification should be in writing to the
supervisor with a copy to the agency personnel office.
It is
recommended that agencies conduct an exit interview with terminating employees. The exit interview can be helpful in
revealing problem areas in agency personnel policies and
practices; also in determining supervisory training needs.
RULE II. POLICY. The purposes of this policy are:
(a)
To provide opportunity for the terminating employee:
(i)
to
reveal the precise reason(s) for the termination.
(ii) to provide an opportunity for the terminating employee to voice any concerns the employee may have been
reticent to express before.
(iii) to elicit constructive criticism, suggestions and/or
comments related to the employment experience.
(iv) to reveal and correct any misunderstanding the
employee may have regarding employment conditions, assignments
or supervisors.
(b)
To review details of how the termination will affect
life and hospitalization insurance, as well as other general
benefits.
(c) To ensure return of any State property in the employee's possession and arrange for refund of any money the
employee may owe the State (e.g., travel advances).
(d)
To assure that necessary assignments and projects
are completed or properly accounted for.
RULE III. PROCEDURE.
(a)
It is suggested that the
agency personnel representative conduct the exit interview.
Depending on the availability of the personnel representative
and the concurrence of the employee, the supervisor may conduct the exit interview. The interview may be either in person
or by telephone.
(b)
Prior to scheduling the interview, matters such as
return of property and finalizing projects should be considered.
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(c)
Appropriate personnel should be notified immediately
to allow for the processing of the Payroll Termination Form
and PERS Application for Withdrawal of contributions and Refund
(if appropriate). These forms should be reviewed by the employee with the designated personnel.
(d)
The exit interviewer will schedule a definite appointment for tl~e exit interview and notify the employee of the date
and hour.
The departing employee should be encouraged to complete the Exit Interview Form (attached) prior to the interview.
(e)
The exit interview should be conducted in an open
atmosphere. The employee should be encouraged to speak freely
regarding State procedures so that the employee's reactions
may be used to evaluate the State's employment and personnel
policies.
(f)
In the case of layoff, the employee must be informed
regarding the reason(s) for release (refer to Policy 3-0155,
Reduction in work Force). The employing agency issues notice
of the end of temporary assignments and layoffs.
(g)
During the Interview:
(i)
Inform the employee
concerning all matters regarding final pay. Any questions
concerning unemployment and/or worker's compensation laws will
be directed to the appropriate office.
(ii) Explain procedure and status of benefits if the employee is transferring to another State agency. For details
refer to Policy 3-0210, Compensatory Time and overtime Policy 3-0305, Annual vacation Leave and Policy 3-0310, Sick
Leave.
(iii) The interviewer may review the Exit Interview Form
with the employee and add comments. Pertinent areas noted
during the interview requiring review and possible correction
or change in the department should be brought to the attention of appropriate agency personnel. Also, any items relevant to personnel policies and practices should be brought to
the attention of the Personnel Division.
(h)
Personnel records of the departing employee are
transferred to the inactive file for such period of time as
provided in Chapter 1-1300 of the Montana Operations Manual,
relating to records management.
RULE IV. CONCLUSION.
(a)
This Rule applies to all
permanent full-time and part-time employees, except those
independently contracted, and may apply to temporary or
seasonal employees.
(b)
If an employee resigns by telephone, the exit interview should be encouraged so that the employee can sign the
appropriate forms and so that certain information can be
collected.
(c)
If necessary business can be accomplished without an
exit interview, the employee may waive the interview in
writing.
MAR Notice No. 2-2-38
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(d)
This Rule shall be followed unless it conflicts with
negotiated labor contracts, which shall take precedence to the
extent applicable.
4.
The reason for this R~le is as follows:
There is a
need to provide exit interview procedures for a terminating
employee. Adoption of these Rules will assure consistent
application of exit interviews for such employees which can be
helpful in revealing problem areas in agency personnel policies
and practices; also in determining supervisory training needs.
5.
Interested persons may submit their data, view or
arguments concerning the proposed adoption to the Administrator, Personnel Division, Department of Administration, Room
130, Mitchell Building, Helena, Montana 59601.
6.
If a person directly affected wishes to express his
data, views, or arguments orally or in writing at a public
hearing, he must make written request for a public hearing
and submit his request along with any written comments to that
office before April 12, 1979.
7.
If the department receives requests for a public
hearing on the proposed Rule from more than ten percent (10%)
or twenty-five (25) or more persons directly affected, a
public hearing will be held at a later date. Notification of
parties will be made by publication in the Administrative
Register.
8.
The authority of the Department to make the proposed
adoption of the Rule is based on Section 2-18-102, MCA (59-913,
R.C.M., 1947). Implementation is based on Section 2-18-102,
HCA (59-913, R.C.M., 1947).

~wis,

D~rector

Department of Administration
Certified to the Secretary of Stat.:., lfdrJ8CH ,;)

5-3/15/79
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EXAMPLE
STATE
OF
MONTANA

tNSTAUCTIONS: Ttw de.-rtlng •mployw shoukt !» encour~

EXIT INTERVIEW

to c:ornp6ml pt1rt1

I •nd II prior to lhlllnNNiew. Tt. Int..,__

EMPUJYEE: Only c:ampt•te tho• items .~ppliuble to (M jab. Vovr oommenu will be httld in m-lct <;onfidMM;e, If yQI,.I pref.,-.
yrour ~'* l1 not MCnUI"'f to tM •ffectiwnn~ of your convnenta. If neceiUIV bu•nea CMt biiiiCCOITipllahed Without an
ult In~. t~ •'"pt~ may ~~~o~Ji\1\t t"-' inwrvim iro Mltlrag.

~'~if~ia-u~oo~T~it;~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::_-,-.-v-G-r~-.-:_~~::::::::::::::::::
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J
J
J
J
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I
J
J
J
I
J
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J
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Ph'IIIC811 working conditions
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fta,ld holiday•
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J
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EXAMPLE
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·~·~~·-----------------------------------------------------

PART II
1. If V~ . . going ta .rtOtl\ft job, wl\llt dM1 tim job ~>ft.r you ttlat your ~t jC)b did not? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

~·---------------------------------------------------------

4

wtwt ... .onw of tN f~Qtt ttm Mlp«< rrwk• yQO.Jt .tmploymmt •ntov..,..? - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

5.. Would you rec:ontrn*l'ld Sun tmpiQynwnt to •

fr~

• • place to wu'*1 If yes. why7 If nat, why1 _ _ _ _ _ ___

Ill Addltlarwlconmwnts: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

l~r'acotTWMnh:

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Interviewed b y : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Date _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Employee'• •ignature: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - pO. I NEW 11·1&
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BEFORE THE COMMISSIONER OF THE
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTRY
STATE OF MONTANA
In the Matter of The
Amendment of Rules 24.15.004
Job Introduction Card and
Rule 24.15.006 Advertising

TO:

NOTICE OF PROPOSED
AMENDMENT OF RULES
24.15.004 AND 24.15.006
(REGULATING PRIVATE
EMPLOYMENT AGENCIES) NO
PUBLIC HEARING CONTEMPLATED

All Interested Persons:

1.
On April 27, 1979, the Department of Labor and
Industry proposes to amend Rules 24.15.004 and 24.15.006 which
regulate private employment agencies.
2.
The rules as proposed to be amended, provide as
follows (Stricken material is interlined, new material is
underlined).
it

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

Employment agency name and address.
Applicant's full name.
Name of person conducting the interview for the
employer.
Date and time of interview.
Address of person conducting interview.
A description of the job position applied for.
Name of employment agency counselor making the
referral.
Notice to applicant if fee is employer paid.

Section 24.15.006 ADVERTISING. (1) No employment agency
shall knowingly publish or cause to be published any false,
fraudulent or misleading information, representation, notice or
advertisement. The following examples are of the types of
advertising which are considered false or misleading:
(a) Ads worded so as to mislead the applicant regarding
the nature of the position advertised.
(b) Using the phrase "lowest fee" or similar words where
the agency's fee is not in fact the lowest fee rate in effect
in the area in which the agency does business.
(2) The following standards must be used in all agency
advertising:
MAR Notice No. 24-2-9
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(a) All advertising must be factual as to the job
requirements. Sufficient information must be contained in each
ad so as to indicate the nature of the position.
(b) No salary shall appear in an ad except that which
appears in the actual job order as a starting salary. Where
the top of the salary range is quoted, it must be preceded by
the lowest of the salary range and the word "to."
(c) The word "open" or the symbol "$$$" or words and
symbols of similar importance may not be used as a substitute
for the salary of any position or positions in an ad.
(d) The symbol "+" or the word "plus" may be used in
connection with a salary appearing in an ad only when it refers
to an extra such as a car, bonus, commission, or lodging which
is provided in addition to the given salary. Such extras must
be contained in the agency's job order for the position. The
salary figure in the advertisement can only represent the
amount of salary or draw as shown on the job order.
(e) The word "up" may be listed with a salary appearing
i1c an ad only when the employer has made a definite commitment
to the agency to pay a higher salary for a qualified employee.
The commitment by the employer to pay a higher salary must be
contained in the agency's job order for the position .
. (f) If an advertised salar¥ is based entirely or
part1ally on a bonus and/or comm1sslon, the ad must so state
this fact.
(g) Whenever an employment agency advertises or states 1n
its letters that employees of the agency are "certified,"
"registered," or "licensed" (other than by the Labor Standards
Division) or uses other special terms conveying special qualifications or abilities, the advertising or letter must also set
forth the identity of the governmental agency or other organization which has certified, registered, or licensed such
employees.
(h) Each job position that is advertised must eeRta~R tfie
have a log number tR £Re aa.
Til An employment position will not be advertised on the
same day under two or more different job descriptions.
3.
The reason for the amendments is that on January 17,
1979, the Department of Labor and Industry received a demand
from the Administrative Code Committee of the Montana
Legislature through its staff attorney, Bob Pyfer, that these
amendments be made by the Department of Labor and Industry.
4.
Interested parties may submit their data, views,
arguments, and comments concerning the proposed amendments in
writing to the Labor Standards Division, Department of Labor
and Industry, 35 South Last Chance Gulch, Helena, Montana
59601. Written comments, in order to be considered, must be
received no later than April 15, 1979.
5-3/15/79
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5.
The authority of the Commissioner of Labor and
Industry to adopt the proposed amendments is found in Section
39-5-103 MCA (41-1423(1) R.C.M. 1947).

CERTIFIED TO THE SECRETARY OF STATE

~~

1__

, 1979

By:

108A:n
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-224BEFORE THE BOARD OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES
OF THE STATE OF MONTANA
In the matter of the repeal of
rule ARM l6-2.14(l)-Sl400 and
the adoption of rule ARM
16-2.14(l)-Sl4
, a rule for
permits, construction and operation of air contaminant sources
TO:

NOTICE OF THE REPEAL OF
RULE ARM l6-2.14(1)-Sl400
AND ADOPTION OF RULE ARM
16-2.14 (1) -s l41S,
PERMITS, CONSTRUCTION AND
OPERATION OF
CONTAMINANT SOURCES

All Interested Persons

1. on october 12, 1978, the Board of Health and Environmental Sciences published notice of the proposed repeal of an
existing rule governing issuance of permits for air pollution
equipment and adoption of a new rule concerning permits for
the construction and operation of air contaminant sources at
page 1401 of the 1978 Montana Administrative Register, issue
number 13.
2.
The Board has repealed the existing rule and adopted
the new rule as noticed with the following changes:
16-2.14(1)-Sl41'> PERMITS, CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION
OF AIR CONTAMINANT SOURCES
(1)
Permits required and exclusions.
Except as hereafter specified, no person shall construct, install, alter or use any air contaminant source or
stack associated with any source without first obtaining a
permit from the Department or the Iloard.
A permit shall not
be required for the following:
(a)
Residential, institutional, and commercial fuel
burning equipment of less than ± 7 eee 7 eee-B~HrHR-fiea~-~R~ME
(i)
10,000,000 BTU/hr heat input if burning liquid or
gaseous fuels, or
(i1)
5,000,000 BTU/hr heat input if burning solid fuelL
(b)
Residential and commercial fireplaces, barbeques
and similar devices for recreational, cooking or heating use;
(c)
Motor vehicles, trains, aircraft and other such
self-propelled vehicles;
(d)
Laboratory equipment used exclusivel't for ch<:!mical
or physical analysis;
(e)
Food service establishments;
(f)
Any activity or equipment associated with the use
of agricultural land or the planting, production, harvesting
or storage of agricultural crops (this exclusion does not
apply to the processing of agricultural products by commercial
businesses);
(g)
Ventilating systems used in buildings to house
animals;
(h)
Emergency equipment installed in hospitals or other
public institutions or buildings for use when the usual
sources of heat, power and lighting are temporarily unobtainable;
(i)
Any activity or equipment associated with the conMontana Administrative Register
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struction, maintenance, alteration or use of roaus, except
for stationary sources, including but not limited to, rock
crushers and asphalt plants, and roads associated with a
source that is otherwise required to obtain a permit under
this rule;
(j)
Agricultural and forest slash-b~~fiift~ prescription
fire activities (the adoption of this exclusion does not
exempt such activities from regulation under the Open Burning
Rule, ARM l6-2.14(l)-Sl490); and
(k)
Drilling rig stationary engine and turbines of less
than:
(i)
2000 HP if burn~ng natural gas, or
~(TIT 1000 HP if burn~ng liquid fuels; and
fkr(l)
All other sources and stacks not specifically excluued which have the potential to emit less than Hl ___12 tons
per year of any pollutant for which a rule has been adopted
in l.his subchapter.
(2)
Definitions.
For the purpose of this rule:
(a)
"New or altered source or stack" means a source or
stack associated with a source which has not been constructed
or upon which construction has not conunenced prior to the
effective date of this rule.
However, if the owner or operator of a source or stack has not commenced construction
prior to the effective date of this rule, but the owner or
operator has received a permit from the Department or the
Boa~d, then the source or stack shall not be considered a
new or altered source or stack.
(b)
"Existing source or stack" means a source or stack
associated with a source which is in existence and operating
or capable of being operated or which has a permit from the
Department or the Board on the effective date of this rule.
(c)
"Owner or operator" means the owner of a source or
stack associated with a source or the authorized agent of
the owner, or the person who i.s responsible for the overall
operation of the source or stack.
(d)
"Construct" or "construction" means on-site fabrication, erection or installation of a source or control equipment, including a reasonable period for startup and shakedown.
(e)
"Best available control technology" means an emission
limitat~on (1ncluo~nq a VlS~ble em~ss~on standard), based on
Eno maxlmum degree of rectuct~on for each pollutant subject to
regulatlon under the federa~Clean A1r Act as amended August 7,
1977 or the Montana Clean Air Act, which would be em~tted from
~ny proposed stationary source or modificat~on wh~ch the De~rtment, on a case-by-case basis, taking ~nto account energy,
environmental, and economic ~mpacts and other costs, determ~nes
is achievable for such source or modification through appl~ca
tion of production processes or available methods, systems,
and techniques, __:i,_ncluding fuel cleaning or treatment or innova_t:ive _fuel combustion techniques for control of such contam~nant.
In no event shall application of the best available control
5-3/lS/79
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!ec:ly:.o_!99Y_ re~~_L in ~':!:-_:;,;~~ yf -'~1Y con~t ~hich__~~l_d_ ~Ce<O('l_t]1c
~ssion~ __a_l}-0'fE:d_ P:t _":flL~icabl_e_ s~-Lm~~~-~- ~-~2_.l_~_(_lJ-~S;L~Q_82
~-S;JAO~'!_- __ -~f th_e De_Elr~j:_c!~t~~~~~~-LtEO.:;lylplogi_cal_or Pc'='()_n__anic
}-imit:?_t:i-0!8.. ?11. J:h~ ap('lication o~ -~~~~t -~:_t,l_!'?"!o_lm~l:<)_Ci__f'ai'tiCl)l_ar
~la§_~-~--~li!'OEO"!._~~d_~-l]<~_tl_lE'_irfE::>:c>~?on_':lf_~_~s_s}c<Jn~standard _irl-:_
~~sibl~L __i,t:__!IB_y_iJ1~teasl_ pres~_r:ibe_~_ 9£.~~'-- EqU}cp11':n.~-•.mk _£1:Ci_C_tice

?E__O_IJ_e§tjonal s~<;lard ?_I ~inati?~__ t:,h_e_r~f_,~tC)_2:"")U_lr:9_ t:J:!e ap_pl~-c~:
:t'~?!! ?J: best. ayii_il_a!ll_<:: ~~S"~_l___:lo<::-2~?!01Y..· __ §l!_ch Standal11 _shall, .to_ ~'.:'_ _
9~r_e<}_~s_g:,~-'=''- _E":.E'!:_f()_~tb__ thr.:__~s_s;i?l1_r_E'(luction _ac:_hievaJ?__le_ !!t__~l<:::-__
!'l.cnta_!ion oLSJ.!C:~. 9~':'-~Si:'L~_ir:n'0!t_, __ '0?_r~act~c_e or _()~_<:_t}:_()1_!__~19
~h;,XL_ pr~~_c:l_e...!~5~J._iii11'!-: ~-1!\eans~-2:-ch" il_~l]j.eve 1equi:::_~':'~t_r_:e~_:.~_l!:_~.

(f) The term LOWCst achLevable amss.1on rate' means for any source,
that rate
emissions
----nT-Ci1e--mo_s_i-__ ~s-t"J::·:rngen-t emiS-sion limitation which is con!:ii_t!l~~1=}n-tlie-:im_i>T ~In~~~ t:I<-5:-ri:-p l aJ1~:0l' _--iiTlL]'~~~---!_?_1:::-~'-'~~ h: ?l ~-s :;
or. caL~92f)'_~f__!_3?~F::':O_•_'-ml~_'l__ t}1_E'_ ()Wne::_~_E_opera..!:_~!- ?!_ -~)w
2roJ;'ose?__ :o<ourg~:C!fl()E:_s_t_r!l_t~:;; _t]<at__"\ll:'!ll imi _t~-~~_()__~: __ ~re -~1_0!'
achlevable, or
------(-{1)" the- most st.rinqent emission limitation which is

·af

which -reffecES:-- ---------------------------.

~~~-h~~~Z1~sp~~~~%1~f1~~~]~=~~~~~~~v;}?~~~11~;~~~~g}ir:a~
t1on of th1s term permit a proposed new or mod1f1ed source to

e,~~ t -~ELP_()_l1~:t':i>~Li:~ cxces,::-~£~ ~~-~~c-.;>J:.~?~0!:>)~~ \jr1?eY

n~~~~~~{f:::-~-if~u~-ii~- ~ub~~~- ~~()~__!2:0E_:()rman~:'_\1!'.~~:'::_!'~

------Dr- t:mrs·Sloi)- ccmtrol-i<cX]ill.isne.nts. The (J\'1!1er or operat.or

of :,

nt.-w or altered source e.--s-Mek for which ::t-eeft,.tftiet±en an u.i r qual i ty
permit is required by thi:o rule shall inst~'ill on the new--or -.J-ftered
source the maximum air r:ollution control capabllTEy-whlch i;i-EecTinicaYly
pracGcable and c<c'Onarically feasible, except that: tfle-~t-neh±eovtthl:e
em±""±on-~te-~~~~t~-e£-seet~en-~3-e£-+~~ed~i-e~~-A±f-"et
~~eHt9-e£-i911-fP7b7-9~-95r-,.hfti±-a~~±y-te-11ny~ifitftnt-em±+ted
f~~tleR-~~ees-~-~tftek~-±£-aH-~F~-has-been-oe~±~ted-n~tta±R
fflel'\t-£e.--11-~t±eMi~~±±MtffRt7

(_i,_) __ _!:l~" _L_~yai]-?-l:J:l.Ee_

~_l1ts_()_l:_

_t<Oc_hl1<)1<)5JY.C'.!:J_all __])2:'_ ~_tLl_i ?,~d;

and
(ii)

the lowest achievable emission rate shall be met t:o

~~~E~}1~l~~:~~JfJ~r~~~~~~~~~~}~~~~~~:t:rr7~~~l}J:l
equipment shall be operated to provide the maximum air pollution control for which it was designed.
(4)
Air quality permit and application requirements for
existing
(a)
The owner or operator of an existing source or
stack which was not in existence on November 23, 1968, shall
apply for·--,;-;;=-er>ef.-aHfi<j::- ~~-~_1~: gjl~}}!-i- periiiTCon- oi- before
January l, 1981. This subsection does not relieve the owner
or operutor of an existinq source or stack from complyinq
with the application requirements of subsection (5) of this
rule if the owner or opera tor in tends t.o alter, reconstruct

so-urces-·ancr--stacks.

or use the existing source or stack in a manner lhat would

require the submissi.on of un application f'<:j-eH"!:ll-r>tjet-ef;
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e~epate

for an air quality permit for a new or altered
source or stack.
(b)
The owner or operator of an existing source for
which an air ualit permit is re uired b this rule shall
apply for aft e~erat~fi~ an a1r qua 1ty perm1t on forms available from the Department and shall be subject to the signature
requirements of subsection (5) (a). The information to be
submitted shall include the following:
(i)
Any information described in subsection (5) (b) of
this rule which was not submitted as a part of any previous
permit application reviewed by the Department;
(ii)
Any information relating to the matters described
in subsection (5) (b) of this rule which has changed or is no
longer applicable; and
(iii)
A certification by the applicant that the source
or stack is being operated in compliance with the conditions
of an existing permit if one has been issued.
fer--Aft-epePat~fi~-~ePmit-sfia±±-ee-grafite~-te-aft-e~istiHg
se~ree-ep-staek-wR~efi-eafi-~at~~fy-the-app±ieab±e-Pe~~~remefitS
ef-s~bseetieH-f~rfer-w~the~t-tfie-fieed-for-a-fiearifig-as-~re
¥ided-ift-Seetieft-69-39±±fBr-er-additiofia±-efi~irefimefita±-re~±ew
~"der-the-Mefitafia-Efi~irefime"ta±-Fe±±ey-Aet-~H±ess-±t-is-demeH

st~ated-that-fiew-ififermatieH-e-efiaft9ed-eeftd±tieHS-e*ist-whieh
ee~±d-si9Rifieafit±y-affeet-tfie-e~e~atiefi-ef-efie-se~~ee-e~
staek-e~-affeet-eemp±iaHee-wiefi-applieaeb±e-~H±ee-e~-etaRdaFasT

fdJ·(c)
Nothing in this subsection shall require an applicant to submit information already filed with the Department.
ffi-sit~at±efis-wfte~e If the applicant believes information
has already been submitted to the Department, the applicant
shall so indicate and, wherever possible, shall specify the
date upon which the information was submitted. Any information
so submitted shall be considered part of the application.
(5)
Permit and application requirements for new or
altered sources and stacks.
(a)
The owner or operator of a new or altered source
shall, not ±ess later than 180 days before construction
begins, or if constrUction is not required not later than 120
days before installation, alterat1on or use beg1ns, subm1t
an applicat1on for a-pePm±t te-eefist~~e~ an a1r guality permit
on an application form provided by the Department. The a1r
~lity permit, if granted, shall authorize the construct1on
and operation of the source subject to the cond~t1ons 1n the
permit and to the requirements of th1s rule.
The appl1cation
form shall conta1n a cert~f1cat1on by the person signing the
application that all information contained therein is true
aRa-aB-a~FeeffieB~-~aa~-~R8-~eFsQB-s~b~itti~g-t~~-~pplic~tio~
assHffieS-Fes~eBsiei1ity-~e~-~ae-co~st~~ctio~-Of-the-sou~ce_a~

seas*-as-aeseFieea-iB-~Ae-app~icatieB.

An unsigned or
improperly signed application shall be considered incomplete.
The following persons are authorized to sign an application
on behalf of the owner or operator of a new or altered
source or stack:
5-3/15/79
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(i)
An application submitted by a corporation must be
signed by a principal executive officer of at least the level
of vice president, or his authorized representative, if that
representative is responsible for the overall operation of the
source or stack;
(ii)
An application submitted by a partnership or a sole
proprietorship must be signed by a gereral partner or the
proprietor respectively;
(iii)
An c;pplication submitted by a municipal, state
or federal or other public agency shall be signed by either a
principal executive officer, appropriate elected official or
other duly authorized employee; and
(iv)
An application submitted by an individual must be
signed by the individual or his authorized agent.
(b)
The application for a an air quality permit to
construct a new or altered source or stack shall include the
following:
(i)
A map and diagram showing the location of the proposed new or altered source and each stack associated with the
source, the property involved, the height and outline of the
buildings associated with the new or altered source, and the
height and outline of each stack associated with the new or
altered source;
(ii)
A description of the new or altered source including data on expected production capacity, raw materials and
major equipment components;
(iii)
A description of the control equipment to be installed;
(iv)
A description of the composition, volume and temperatures of the effluent stream, including the nature and
extent of air contaminants emitted, quantities and means of
disposal of collected contaminants, and the air quality relationship of these factors to conditions created by existing
sources or stacks associated with the new or altered source
or stack;
(v)
Normal and maximum operating schedules;
(vi)
Adequate drawings, blueprints, specifications afte
or other information to show the design and operation of the
equipment involved;
(vii)
Process flow diagrams containing material balances;

(viii)
A detailed schedule of construction or alteration of the source or stack;
(ix)
A aeta±~ee description of the shakedown procedures
and time frames that will be used at the source or stack; and
(x)
Such other information requested by the Department
which is necessa~ fer-tne review ef the application and a
ee~e~m~~at±e~ ef determine whether the new or altered eem~~i
a~ee source './ill comply with applicable standards an2l rules.
(c)
The owner or operator of a new or altered source
shall, ~et-le~~-tnaH-~~e-eay~ before construction is scheduled to end as specified in the ~erm±t-te-eefts~~se~ air
Montana Administrative Register
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qua~~_permi~, submit an-a~~lieaeieR-fe~-a-~e~mi~-ee-e~e~ate
additional information on an-a~~lieatien a form provided by
the Department.
'rhe 1nformation to be submitted shall include
the following:
(i)
Any informat.ion relating to the matters described
in subsection (5) (b) of this rule which has changed or is no
longer applicable; and
(ii)
A certification by the applicant that the new or
altered source or stack has been constructed in compliance
with ~l'te-eeno'i:~'i:ens-ef-~he-eensh•Met'i:en-~et:"m:i:~ the ___<ti'=:___'luali ty
permit.
for--An-epet:"a~:i:n~-perm'i:~-aha±±-be-gran~eo-~e-a-Rew-e~
aleereo-settree-er-a~aek-wh±el't-aa~'i:sf±es-~he-re~tt:i:t:"emen~a-ef
sttbseee:i:en-f~rfer-w:i:~hett~-the-need-fet:"-a-heat:":i:ng-aa-pre¥:i:aea
:i:n-Seee:i:en-69-39llf8r-er-add:i:t:i:enal-el'l¥:i:renmel'l~al-re¥iew
ttnaer-el'te-Men~ana-En¥:i:ronmen~a±-Pel'i:ey-Ae~-ttnless-:i:t-:i:s
demenst~a~eo-tfio~-new-:i:nfermat±en-el"-ehal'l<;ea-eel'teit:i:ens
e~±st-wl't:i:el't-were-net-eens:i:oel"ed-in-el"ig:i:nally-isstting-tfie
~erm:i:t-ee-eens~rttet-ano-whieh-eettle-signifieal'tely-affeee-efie
operat±en-ef-tfie-settree-er-stae~-er-affeee-eemplianee-w:i:efi
appl:i:eable-~ttles-er-seaneares~

fer(d)
Nothing in this subsection shall require an applicant to submit inforhlation already filed with the Department.
fn-sittta~iens-where If the applicant believes information has
already been submitted to the Department, the applicant shall
so indicate and, wherever possible, shall specify the date
upon which the information was submitted.
Any information
so submitted shall be considered part of the application.
(6)
Public review of permit applications.
(a)
Where an application for a permit requires the
compilation of an environmental impact statement under the
Montana Environmental Policy Act, the procedures for public
review shall be those required by the Montana Environmental
Policy Act and the rules adopted by the Board and Department
to implement the Act, ARM l6-2.2(2)-P2000 through P2080.
(b)
Where the application for a permit does not require
the compilation of an er.vironmental impact statement, l:he
8~~~~emene-el'ta±l 7 -pttrettant-ee-See~:i:ea-69-39±±f5r7-ne~ify-~he
a~~liean~-±ft-w~i~ift~-w±tfiin-efi:i:rey-f3Sr-eays-af~er-reee±v±ftg
~fie-applieaeieft-if-~l'te-ap~liea~:i:en-ie-±neem~leee~---~fie-fteeiee
sfiall-spee±fy-a-eate-6y-wfi:i:efi-ehe-aea:i:t:i:el'lal-infe~maeieft-m~s~
6e-stt~mieeee-aHe-sfiall-eeseribe-tfie-±l'lfermatieH-whieh-±s-Heedee~

an application shall be deemed to be complete and filed on the
date the Department received ltiUDiess-~oepar~Tt-nof1FieS
the appl1cant in wr1t1ng w1th1n 30 days"tnereafter Enat 1t 1s
I_i}.Complete.
The notice shalf l_J,_st the reasons wfu: tneapprTCat ic)n is considered incomplete and shall~<;:~fY-=thEO_date -~y
which any additional information requested shall be submitted.
I f the information 1s not· submltted asrequ:lrea;--F"fie'applica::::-tlon shall be considered withdrawn unless the applicant
requests in writing an extension of time for submission of the
additional information.
The application is comnlete and filed
on the date the required additional information. is received.
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A£~e~-~n-~pp~~e~t±en-±~-eemp~e~e-end-£~~ed 7 -the-ee~a~~ment
~h~~~ ...

f~t--Ne~~fy-the-p~b~±e-o£-~he-reee±p~-o£-o-eempiete-ancl
£~~ed-opp±±ea~~on.--Por-the-pnrpe~e~-of-eemp~y±n9-w±th-~h±s
~~b~eet±on-ond-~nb~ee~~en-f6rfbrf±±~t 7 -not±ee-sha~~-be-~ent
~e-~he-~oeal-9overn~n9-bedy-w±~h~n-whese-;n~±sd±e~±en-the
se~ree-or-staek-±s-~eea~ed-and-any-member-e£-the-pnb~±e-whe
has-re~~es~ed-a-eepy-of-~~eh-ne~±eesr

(i)
The applicant shall notify the public, by means of
legal publication in a newspaper of general circulation in
the area affected by the application of its application for
perm1t. The notice shall be made not sooner than 10 days
prior to submittal of an application nor later than 10 days
after submlttal of a~plicatlon.
Form of the not1ce shall
be provided by the Department.
(i1)
W1thin forty (40) days after receiving a complete
and filed application for a permit, the Department shall make
a preliminary determination whether thE'perm1t should be
issued, issued with conditions or denied; and
(iii)
After making a preliminary determination, ~\~
Department shall notify those members of the public who re. uested such notification subse uent to the notice requrr;=;d
by subsect1on (6) (b) (1 and the appl1cant of the Department's
preliminary determination. The notice shall specify that
comments may be submit.ted on the information submitted by
the applicant and the Department's preliminary determination
to issue, issue with conditions or deny the permit.
The
notice shall also specify the following:
(A)
Where a complete copy of the application and the
Department's analysis of the applicant can be reviewed.
One
copy of this material shall be made available for inspection
by the public in the air quality control region where the
source or stack is located.
(B)
A date b:( which :111 comments on the Department's
preliminary determ1nation must be submitted in writing within
fifteen (15) days after notice is mailed.
(C)
Notwithstanding the opportunity for public comment,
a final decision must be made within sixty (60) days after a
completed and filed application is submitted to the Department
as required by Section 69-3911(7}. The notice shall specify
the date upon which the sixty (60) day period expires7, the
person from whom a copy of the final decision may be obtaine~
and the procedure for requesting a hearing before the Board
concerning the Department's decision.
(c)
If a prevention of significant deterioration (PSD)
rule has been adopted by the Board en-er-be~ore-ehe-e££ee~~~e
~ate-e£-~h~~-rHle 7 the following additional pH~~~e review requirements shall apply to any source or stack which is subject
to the PSD rule:
(i)
The Department shall advertise in a newspaper of
general circulation in the air quality control region affected
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by the proposed source or stack that an application has been
received, the preliminary determination made by the Department, the degree of increment consumption that is expected
from the source or stack, how written comments may be submitted, and how the final determination of the Department may
be appealed to the Board; and
(ii)
The Department shall send a copy of the notice of
public comment to the applicant, the Region VIII Administrator
of the Environmental Protection Agency and to officials and
agencies having cognizance over the location where the proposed construction would occur as follows: any other state or
local air pollution control agencies, the governing body of
the city and county where the source or stack would be located; any comprehensive regional land use planning agency,
and any state, federal land manager, or Indian governing body
whose lands may be affected by emissions from the source or
stack.
(7)
Conditions under which permits may be issued.
(a)
Any permit issued under the provisions of this rule
may be issued with such conditions as are necessary to assure
compliance with all applicable rules and standards.
(b)
A An air quality permit to construct shall not be
issued 7 to a new or altered source, except as provided in
subsection (7)f~t(e) unless the applicant demonstrates that
the source or sta~can be expected to operate in compliance
with the standards and rules adopted under the Montana Clean
Air Act and the applicable regulations and requirements of the
Federal Clean Air Act 7 . ~ne~~dtn~-eH~-nee-±~m~ee~-ee-a-~emen~e~a~~en-eha~~

~

i±t--Phe-seH~ee-e~-staek-w±±±-net-±n~e~fe~e-w~~a-~ae
atta±nmen~-e~-ma±n~enanee-e£-any-fede~a±-ame±en~-a±~-~Ha±~~y
e~an~a~d,-and

i±±t--rf-a-~~even~±en-e£-s~~nif~ean~-~eteEieatien-fPSBt
FH±e-fiae-eeen-ade~~ed-ey-tfie-Bea~d-en-~ae-effee~~ve-da~e-ef

tais-~H±e 7 -~ke-eeH~ee-e~-s~aek-w±±±-ne~-eaHse-~ae-a±±ewaa±e
±ne~emen~a±-±ne~ease-~n-ama±enE-ai~-~Ha±~Ey-±eve±s-Ee-ae-eM
eeeded-as-s~ee~f~e~-~n-~ae-PSB-FH±er
fet--A-~e~m~~-Ee-e~e~aEe-eaa±l-neE-ae-~ssHed 7 -eMee~E-as
~~ev±ded-~R-SHBSeeE~an-f+tidt 7 -Hnless-Eae-a~~±~aanE-demen
SEPSEes-EfiaE~

fit--BaRSEFHS~~en-Ras-eeaHEFed-in-aem~lianee-w~~R-ERS
~eEffiS-aRd-eand~E~SRB-af-ERe-aaRS~FHSEien-peFffii~-~f-SHSR-a
~eFmiE-aas-aeen-~ssHed~
fi~t--Pfie-eeH~ee-eF-staek-ean-e~eFa~e-in-eemp±ianee
wi~a-ap~±ieaa±e-FH±ee-and-s~andaFds~-and
fiiit--Pae-saHFee-aas-e~eFaEed-in-eemplianae-witH-~Re
eendi~±ens-ana-~eFms-e¥-an-eMie~in~-peFmit~

(c)
A new or altered source shall not commence operation, except as provided 1n subsection (7) (e), unless the
information submitted b~ the al~licant demonstrates that construct1on has occurred 1n comp 1ance with the permit ana-rliat
the source can operate in compliance with applicable rules
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and standards of the permit.
(d)
An air quality permit shall be issued to an existing
source unless the Department demonstrates that the source does
not operate in compl~ance with applicable rules or standards
or an existin permit granted b the Board or Department.
fd (e
T e Department may ~ssue a ~erm~~-~e-eeAe~r~e~-er
e~era~e an-air quality permit for a source or stack which
cannot immediately comply with an applicable tule or standard.
Any permit issued under this subsection shall be issued with a
compliance schedule specifying interim construction and modification requirements that must be satisfied to achieve compliance
with applicable rules and standards.
Such a compliance schedule
permit shall only be issued if it is demonstrated that the
source or stack can operate or be expected to operate in compliance with applicable rules and standards within two (2) years
after the date of issuance of the permit.
fet(f)
Commencement of construction or operation under
any perm~containing conditions shall be deemed acceptance of
all conditions so specified, provided that nothing contained
herein shall affect the right of the permittee to appeal the
imposition of conditions to the Board as provided in Section
69-3911(8).
(8)
Denial of permits.
If the Department denies the
issuance of a-~erm~e an air quality permit ~e-eene~r~e~-er
e~era~e it shall:
(a)
Notify the applicant in writing of the reasons why
the permit is being denied and advise the applicant of his
right to appeal the Department's decision to the Board as
provided in section 69-3911(8).
Service of the Department's
decision to deny the permit shall be made as provided in the
Montana Rules of Civil Procedure except that the applicant may
agree by written acknowledgement to service by mail; and
(b)
Refuse to accept any further application from the
applicant for that particular project until:
(i)
The period for appeal to the Board has expired;
(ii)
The Board has rendered a final decision in the
matter if an appeal is undertaken; or
(iii)
The applicant has agreed to adequately address the
reasons for denial.
(9)
Duration and-renewa± of permits.
Air quality permits
shall be valid until revoked or modified as prov~ded in th~s
rule, except that ermits ~ssued r~or to construction of a new
or a tered source may conta~n a cond~t~on prov~d~ng that t e
perm1t will expire unless construction is commenced within the
time specif1cd ~n the perm1t, which ~n no event may be less
than one year after the permit is issued.
fat--Perm~~a ~e eene~r~e~-afia±±-ae-va±id-~er-~we-+6~
yeare-frem-~fie-da~e-ef-~aa~anee.--±~-~fie-eene~r~e~ienT-iR
e~a±±a~ieR-er-a±~era~ien-ef-a-ee~ree-eF-e~ae~-~er-whieh-a
~erm±e-ie-iee~ed-ie-Re~-eem~±e~ed-w~~hin-~we-+~~-yeareT-a
reAewa±-ef-ehe-~eFmi~-efia±±-ae-re~~irea.--Fer-Efie-~~F~eees
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e£-eem~~~inq-~he-~wo-t~~-ve~r-l±fe-of-~he-~erm±t 7 -~ny-~±me
wh±eh-e±~~~e~-~~-~-re~~±~-of-~n-~~~e~l-~o-~he-Be~rd-er-~n
a~~ro~r±~~e-ee~r~-~h~ll-no~-be-eo~n~ed-~~-~~r~-of-the-twe

t~~-year-~±me-~er±ed~--A~~l±e~~±on~-for-renew~l-ef-the-permit
ehal±-be-~~bm±~~ed-ne~-le~e-~han-~±x~y-+69~-d~y~-befere-the
ex~±ra~±en-d~~e-ef-~he-permi~-~nd-~~btee~-~e-the-±~£ermat±e~al
a~d-~~~l±eat±e~-rev±ew-req~±rement~-ef-s~b~eet±ens-t5~te~ 7
td~-a~d-te~-ef-th±s-r~±e~tb~--Perm±te-~o-e~era~e-~hall-be-val±d-~nt±l-reve*ed-er
med±f±ed-a~-~rov±ded-±n-~h±~-r~±e~--~he-ewner-er-e~era~er-e~
e~eh-a-~e~ree-er-~~aek-~hall-eer~±fy-~e-~he-Bepartment-every

f±ve-years-~ha~-~e-ehanqee-ef-eperat±en-have-eee~rred-wh±eh

wo~ld-±nerease-emieeiene-frem-~he-ee~ree-er-etae*~--~his-s~e
see~±e~-deee-net-rel±eve-~he-ewner-er-e~erater-e£-s~eh-a-
se~ree-£rem-eem~ly±nq-w±th-the-appliea~±e~-req~±remente-ef-e~b
see~±e~-t5~-ef-th±e-r~±e-±f-~he-ewner-er-eperater-inte~ds-te
alterT-reeene~r~e~-er-~se-~he-exi~tinq-se~ree-er-e~ae*-in-a
man~er-tha~-we~ld-req~±re-~he-~~bm±eeien-e£-~n-a~~liea~ien
te-eenetr~e~-er-e~er~te-a-new-er-altered-se~ree-er-staek~

(10)
Revocation of air quality permits. A An air quality
permit may be revoked for violations of any condition of a
permit, rule, or standard adopted pursuant to the Clean Air
Act of Montana, applicable Federal Clean Air Act regulation,
or any provisions of the Montana Clean Air Act or applicable
provisions of the Federal Clean Air Act.
The Department shall
notify the permittee of its intent to revoke the permit in
writing. Service of the Department's intention to revoke
shall be made as provided in subsection (8) (a) of this rule.
The Department's decision to revoke a permit shall become
final within fifteen (15) days after service of the notice
unless the permittee requests a hearing before the Board. The
hearin and "udicial review of the Board's decision shall be-governe by t e Montana A m~n~strat~ve Proce ure Act.
The
filing of a request for a hearing postpones the effective date
of the Department's decision to revoke the permit until the
conclusion of the hearing and issuance of a final decision by
the Board.
(11)
Modification of air quality permits. A An air
quality permit may be modified for the following reasons:
(a)
Changes in any applicable rules and standards adopted
by the Board; or
(b)
Changed conditions of operation at a source or stack
which do not involve the construction, installation or use of
a new source or stack.
A determination of whether a permit
should be modified because of changed conditions of operation
shall be based upon a determination of whether total emissions
from a source or stack will be increased as a result of the
changed operations.
(c)
The Department shall notify the permittee in writing
of any pro~osed modifications of the permit. Service of the
Department s intention to modify shall be made as provided in
5-3/15/79
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subsection (8) (a) of this rule.
The permit shall be deemed
mod1fied in accordance with the notice within fifteen (15)
days after serv1ce of the notice unless t~ermittee request~
a hear1ng before the Board. The hearing and judicial review
of the Board's decision shall be governed by the Montana Administrative Procedure Act. The filing of a request for a
hearing postpones the effective date of the modifications to
the permit until the decision of the Board becomes f1nal or
judic1al review has been concluded.
(12)
Waivers.
The Department may, as specified in
Section 69-3911(3):
(a)
Waive the requirements for submittal of information
required in an application; and
(b)
Waive or shorten the time required for the submission of an application.
(13)
Transfer of air quality permits. After approval
by the Department, a an a1r qual1ty permit may be transferred
from one location to another or from one person to another.
(14)
General provisions.
(a)
Air quality ?ermits shall be made available for
inspection by the Department at the location of the source or
stack for which the permit has been issued.
(b)
Nothing in this rule shall be construed as relieving any permittee of the responsibility for complying with
any applicable Federal or Montana statute, rule or standard
except as specifically provided in this rule.
3. Several industry commentors suggested that the list
of excluded sources was too small and many types of small,
insignificant sources would be unnecessarily required to get
permits, resulting in a financial and manpower drain on the
Department, beyond its capabilities. They suggested that
the exemption based on the potential to emit 10 tons per year
of a pollutant be increased to 50 or 100 tons per year. On
the other hand, some commentors suggested that the list of
sources contained in the current rule be expanded to cover
sources currently not covered. One commentor stated that
the Department would be put in the position of managing the
operation of many diverse businesses. The Department stated
that some sources, though emitting close to 10 tons per year,
were nevertheless significant sources, depending upon related
factors such as the existence of short stacks. The 10-ton
limit, as opposed to a higher figure, would assure that
virtually any significant source would receive the necessary
review.
It also contended that the proposal, if adopted,
would put some additional demands on the Bureau's resources
to review the additional covered sources, but not beyond the
agency's available resources. The proposal would not pul the
Department in the position of managing businesses, but of
merely reviewing the air pollution impact of the operations.
However, the Board considered both viewpoints and compromised,
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adopting the provision that sources with a potential to emit
less than 25 tons per year instead of 10 tons should be
excluded from the permit requirements, on grounds that the
25-ton limit would render the permit program more cost
effective.
One mining company requested that either all fugitive
dust producing sources be exempted or that the agricultural
exemption be deleted. Another mining company requested that
surface mining operations be exempted from the rule.
The
Board agreed with the Department regarding this comment,
which stated that mining activities generate large quantities
of controllable particulate matter on a continuous basis, in
a fairly concentrated area and that such activities are appropriate for permit review. The rule permits the Department to
tailor the control requirements to the specific case, as requested by some mining companies.
One oil industry representative suggested that several
categories of oil field equipment be exempted. The Department reviewed the list suggested by the Chevron representative and concluded that most are excluded as a result of having less than 25 tons per year potential emissions and others
would be exempted by a proposed change in Section 1 exempting
certain drilling rigs. The Board agreed and included exemptions for certain oil field equipment.
The Forest Service suggested that the exemption for
forest slash burning be changed to forest prescription fire
burning. The Board concurred with this comment and modified
the language.
One commentor stated that the proposed rule included
office buildings, stores, motels, hotels, etc., with heating
plants of greater than 1,000,000 BTU/hr, construction sites
greater than 1 or 2 acres, roads, highways, etc. The Board
agreed with the Department's proposed modification to the
fuel burning equipment exemption, raising it to 10,000,000
BTU/hr for liquid or gaseous fuels and 5,000,000 BTU/hr for
solid fuels.
Roads and highways were already exempted in
the original proposal. No change was made in regard to airports and parking lots and other such indirect sources, since
they are not covered by the rule, as they do not directly
have the specified emission potential and the associated
mobile sources are specifically exempted.
Comments regarding the definitions [subsection (2)] requested the inclusion of federal definitions of "best available control technology (BACT)" and "lowest achievable emission rate (LAER)". The Montana Coal Council requested that
the reference in them to federal new source performance
standards and hazardous air pollutant standards be altered
to refer to the comparable state rules, 16-2.14(1)-514082
and 814084.
The suggestion was to avoid automatic adoption
of any changes in the federal rules without independent
analysis by the Board and to avoid the need to amend the
NSPS and NESHAPS rules and the permit rule in the event the
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federal definitions changes. The Board agreed to include
these definitions in subsection (2) , and adopted a direct
reference to the state NSPS and NESHAPS rules.
One comment suggested that the definitions from the PSD
rule for "source'', 11 Conunence construction n, 11 demonstration",
and "alteration" be included. The Department stated that
the PSD definitions are not appropriate to this rule. The
Board concurred and rejected this argument.
Those who commented on subsection (3) addressed the same
topic as subsection (2), in regard to definitions of control
technology. Commentors suggested that BACT and LAER requirements of the 1977 Federal Act be used for new or modified
sources. The Board accepted this comment ~~d included appropriate language in subsection (3) to apply the LAER requirements only to those sources and to the extent required by
the 1977 Federal Act. This was the original intent, but the
language is modified to make this clear.
One of the most common and vehement comments received on
the proposed rule dealt with subsections (3), (4) and (5),
which required a separate and distinct operating permit as
well as a construction permit. The commentors considered
this requirement onerous, unnecessary and ill-advised. The
Department agreed in part with the commentors and proposed
modifications deleting the requirement for a separate operating permit, but requiring the permitte to provide DHES, prior
to operation, the same information and certification as would
have been required for an operating permit. The proposed
modification will require sources subject to the rule to obtain a single air quality permit, subject to a single hearing
requirement, instead of the potential for two hearings befor the BHES. The Board concurred with the Department's
recommendation and so modified the rule.
Another frequent comment was that existing sources should
not be required to get a permit, or that if they were, the
rule should apply only to sources in existence on the effective date of the rule.
Other commentors suggested November 23,
1968, as the triqqerinq date. Accordinqly, the Board amended
subsection (4) {a) to require air quality permits to be obtained by existinq sources except those in existence prior to
November 23, 1968.
Some commentors stated that subsection (4) (c) limited
the rights of appeal of affected parties and should be deleted. The Board agreed and deleted this subsection.
Several commentors suggested that the assumption of responsibility requirements of {5) (a) was unnecessary and should
be deleted. The Board agreed and has deleted this requirement.
Several people commented that subsection (5) (b) (iv) was
confusing or not understandable. The Board made no changes,
based on the Department's testimony explaining it. The problem phrase seemed to be "the air quality relationships of
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these factors to conditions created by existing sources or
stacks associated wit.h the new or modified source or stack."
This informational requirement is included to ensure that sufficient information, including dispersion modeling if necessary, is submitted to determine the overall impact on air
quality of the proposed new or modified source.
One individual stated that the detailed drawings required by (5) (b) (vi) are not usually available at the time
of application.
The Board adopted an amendment allowing
other information be submitted which showed the design and
operation of the equipment involved.
A comment was made that the detailed description of
startup and shakedown required by (5) (b) (ix) is not available
until equipment is purchased, and that t.his information is
not needed for a construction permit.
•rhe Department testified that the permit, as proposed, would authorize construction and operation of the source and, therefore, the information is necessary.
The description doesn't have to be a
startup or operating manual, but if no description is available, the waiver provisions of subsection (12) offer the
opportunity for later submittaL
The Board deleted the word
"detailed" before "description" on suggestion of the Department.
Several comments suggested that (5) (b) (x) indicate that
"such other information requested by the Department . . . "
be limited to that necessary to determine compliance with
rules and standards.
The Board agreed and chanqed this subsection accordingly.
Several commentors made statements with respect to (5) (d),
similar to those regarding (4) (c), that the proposed language
limited the appeal rights of affected parties and should be
deleted.
The Board concurred, especially in light of the deletion of the separate operating permit.
One commentor suggested changes to subsection (5) (e)
[was (d)] which woulJ state that the air quality permit fo.r
a new or latered source would be valid until the Department
demonstrated that construction had not occurred as approved
and would affect compliance with rules or standards.
Duration of permits is dealt with in subsection (9) .
The Department agreed with the comment regarding duration but did not
agree with the comment that the Department must demonstrate
non-compliance for a new or altered source.
The construction
of a new or altered source is a privilege, not a right, and
as such it is incumbent on the applicant to demonstrate that
the source will comply with standards.
Therefore, the Board
rejected the argument regarding demonstration of compliance,
but amended subsection (9) to require construction for new
or altered sources to begin within the time limit in the oerrnit, or the latter would expire.
Several commentors stated that the proposed procedures
for notifying the public of applications anJ intended actions
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would not sat~sfy the requirements of the Administrative Procedure Act (APA) , as all affected parties might not be notified through the proposed procedure. The commentors contend
that a published legal notice of application and of preliminary decision would satisfy the notice requirements.
Language
was proposed requiring the Department to publish such notice.
There exists considerable confusion regarding what constituted
adequate notice for APA purposes. The proposed changes submitted by the commentors would almost certainly satisfy the
APA requirements, but at a significant cost of time and money
to the Department. Given the statutory time frame for perMit
actions, the Department must attempt to provide the opportunity for public input in the process without unduly burdening
the applicant and retaining the time necessary for the Department to adequately review applications.
The mere logistics
of requiring the Department to publish legal newspaper notices
on receipt of each application and each preliminary determination would reduce the time available for review.
Such a procedure would also add considerable cost and resource demands.
The Department proposed a solution to the problem by requir-ing the applicant to publish a legal notice of the application
for permit. The Department would provide the form for the
notice.
Interested parties will be given the opportunity to
participate and the Department will notify all those interested parties of its preliminary decision.
This would be a
minimal effort for the applicant and accomplish the goals.
The Board considered both arguments and adopted the Department's proposal.
One commentor proposed some relatively minor changes for
cl~rification in the language in (6) (~) regarding the notification of incompleteness. The Board agreed and has changed the
language.
'l'hree commentors requested the add.i tion of some lanyuage
in (6) (b) (iii) (C) that the not1ce of preliminary decision wil.l
contain the procedure for appealing Department decisions and
where to obtain a copy of the final decision.
The Board
agreed and included such language.
One commentor stated that. the proposed 15-day comment
period is not sufficient t:irne to prepare adequate comment.
The Department responded that while 15 days is not much tirne,
persons interested in commenting on a preliminary determination will have the opportunity to be involved prior to the
preliminary determination.
The time perio0. is the same as
currently allowed by statute for appeal of a Department decision, and the Department believed it was adequate.
Further,
any leugthening of the comment period would necessitate a
shortening of the review time, which the Department felt was
at the practical minimum already. Also, major projects would
undergo EIS review, which provides a much longer comment
period. The Board included some minor clarification changes
as recommended by the Department in the rule, but the time
frames were not changed.
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Several people commented that compliance with PSD increments should be used as criteria only for those sources subject to PSD.
The Department stated that this was the intent
and the Board accepted this and made clarifying changes in
the language.
Several commentors stated that it should be the Department's responsibility to make the demonstrations described
in subsection (7) (b), not the applicant's. As previously
stated, the Department strongly maintained that such demonstrations are the responsibility of the applicant for a new
or modified source. A person wanting to build or expand an
air pollution source should demonstrate that the source can
be built in compliance and, after construction, that it was
built and operates as approved.
The Department's function
is to review the applicant's demonstrations and actions to
ensure they are within the framework of the rules and standards.
Therefore, subsection (7) retained the source's demonstration responsibility.
Subsection (7) (c) was deleted because it dealt with
criteria for granting operating permits which no longer
exist as a separate entity. New language was added giving
the Department post construction review of new and modified
sources, consisting of assurances that construction will be
in accordance with approved plans, and operation in compliance with applicable rules and standards.
Some commentors stated that,

for existing sources, a

similar demonstration to that referred to above should be a
Department responsibility. The Board agreed with the comment
and adopted the Department's recommendations regarding subsection (7) (d), stating that the air quality permits will be
issued to existing sources unless the Department can demonstrate non-compliance.
Regarding subsection (8), denial of permits, several
people commented that the refusal to accept further applications should be carefully limited to the specific project
for which a permit was denied. The Department agreed and
proposed appropriate changes, which the Board adopted.
One commentor stated that (8) (b) should be dropped entirely.
The Board rejected this argument, accepting the
Department's position that if issuance of a permit has been
refused, an applicant should address the reasons for denial
before resubmitting.
One commentor requested that language from subsection (11)
on modification be included in subsection(8) to ensure continued operation until an appeal is resolved.
The Board did
not agree, as the Montana Clean Air Act states very explicitly
the procedures for denial of permits, while the Act is not
explicit regarding modifications.
The Board included this
type of procedure in the modifications section to clarify
that procedure.
Most of the comments received on subsection (8) addressed
5-3/15/79
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is contained in the adopted rule, the comments are moot.
Many of those who commented on the duration of permits
[subsection (9)] felt that two years, as originally pronosed,
was insufficient time for many if not most major construction projects. Different approaches were suggested, including a two-year construction period in the air quality permit.
The Department recommended inclusion of a proposed approach
providing for a permit of perpetual validity until revoked
or modified, with the exception of a specified time period
for construction of new or altered sources. The recommendation was based on the belief that the approach provides the
most flexibility in dealing with large projects, while retaining a safeguard to insure that the technology requirements
are not circumvented.
The Board accepted the Department's
recommendation.
Those commenting on subsection (10), regarding revocation, requested inclusion of a statement that the Board's
hearing and any judicial review of it.s decision would be
according to the APA.
The Board agreed and adopted such a
statement.
The Anaconda Company, supported by other commentors, proposed an additional subsection clarifying notification and
appeal procedures for modifications.
Based on the Department's recommendations, the Board agreed and included such a
section.
Refinery commentors stated that crude slate changes
should not require permit modifications as long as compliance
with applicable standards is maintained, and should not be
considered changed operations.
The reason for inclusion of
such a requirement is precisely to ensure compliance with
standards.
Compliance reviews of applications are based
on submitted information by the source.
If a source submits
data for review which does not reflect anticioate situations,
compliance evaluations cannot address such anticipated situations.
It is incumbent on the applicant to obtain permits
for "worst-case" situations, not optimum ones. Thus, the
Board felt no changes were necessary.
One commentor suggested that subsection (11) be deleted
entirely in order to ensure the permittee continued operation ·after receiving the permit.
The Department disagreed
with this comment entirely, on grounds that provi;;ions for
permit modification must be included to allow for changing
standards and source conditions.
In fact, other commentors
previously stated that such a provision must be included and
proposed amendments by which sources are given adequate procedural assurances to prevent unilateral action or frivolous
modifications by the Department. The Board agreed with the
Department and the proposed amendment and so adopted it.
Regarding subsection (13), the Forest Service recommended that the Department specify what types of transfers
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subsection (6) and provide safeguards for non-attainment and
Class I areas.
The Department stated that this subsection
is directed primarily toward two types of transfers. Permit
transfers from one owner to another would not affect the
Forest Services' concerns. The location transfers are primarily for temporary sources which are exempted from the PSD
increment consumption. In any event, the initial permitting
process for PSD, and for non-attainment areas will include
the reviews and protection requested by the USFS. The Board
concurred with the Department's statement and made no changes.
one commentor proposed retaining the existing rule and
adding two sections -- one dealing with non-attainment areas
and one preventing conflicts with the Federal Clean Air Act.
These areas have been dealt with in the proposed rule. Other
minor chanqes in terminoloqv to reflect the sinqle permit
approach were recommended bv the Department and adopted by
the Board.

Certified to the Secretary of
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-242BEFORE THE BOARD OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES
OF THE STATE OF MONTANA
In the matter of the adoption
of a rule preventing the
significant deterioration of
air quality
TO:

NOTICE OF THE ADOPTION OF
RULE ARM 16-2.14(1)-Sl418
(PREVENTION OF SIGNIFICANT
DETERIORATION OF
AIR QUALITY)

All Interested Persons:

1. On September 14, 1978, the Board of Health and Environmental Sciences published notice of the proposed adoption of a rule concerning the prevention of significant
deterioration of air quality at page 1351 of the 1978 Montana
Administrative Register, issue number 11.
2.
The Board has adopted the rule as proposed with the
following changes:
16-2.14(1)-Sl418 PREVENTION OF SIGNIFICANT DETERIORATION
OF AIR- QUALITY~--------~~·--------------(IT--De-finitions_ For the purposes of this rule, the
following definitions are applicable:
_{_<ij_ "Air~rne parti_c:_ulate matter" means any particulat~
~?.tter ~jschar9~d into t~~--~utdooE_atmosp~ere which is not
9jscharged from_~_normal exit of a stack or_chimney for which
a source test can be performed in accordance with Method 5.
DeterriiTi1~2S'n-of!>articulate ,E~mission_s_ from Station~ -·-·Sour_ces, AJ2P.endix -~L. Part ~}7 5 (Test Methods and Procedures,
Title 40, Code of Federal Reg~lations, Revlsed, July 1, 1977) _
---:raffi~owa-ble emTsslons"means the effi:rssion rate
calculatea-using the maximum rated capacity of the source
(unless the source is subject to enforceable permit conditions which limit the operating rate or hours of operation,
or both) and the most stringent of the following:
(i)
Applicable standards as set forth in 40 CFR Part
60 and Part 61,
(ii)
The applicable state emission limitation, or
(iii)
The emission rate specified as a permit condition_
-fj,ot(c)
"Applicable ambient air quality standard" means
the concenTration permitted under:
(i)
the national secondary ambient air quality standards, or
(ii)
the national primary ambient air quality standards.
-fet(d)
"Baseline concentration" means that ambient concentratio~level reflecting actual air quality as of August 7,
1977, minus any contribution from major stationary sources
and major modifications on which construction commenced on
or after January 6, 1975.
The baseline concentration shall
include contributions from:
(i)
The actual emissions of other sources in existence
on August 7, 1977, except that contributions from facilities
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within such existing sources for which a plan revision proposing less restrictive requirements was submitted on or before August 7, 1977, and was pending action by the Administrator
of EPA on that date shall be determined from the allowable
emissions of such facilities under the plan as revised; and
(ii)
The allowable emissions of major stationary
sources and major modifications which commenced construction
before January 6, 1975, but were not in operation by August 7,
1977.
-td7-(e)
"Best available control technology" means an
emission""iTmitation (including a visible emission standard)
based on the maximum degree of reduction for each pollutant
subject to regulation under the Federal Clean Air Act as
amended ("the Act") which would be emitted from any proposed
major stationary source or major modification which the
~erMitt±ft~-a~tfier±ty 7 Department, on a case-by-case basis,
taking into account energy, environmental, and economic
impacts and other costs determines is achievable for such
source or modification through application of production
processes or available methods, systems, and techniques,
including fuel cleaning or treatment or innovative fuel
combustion techniques for control of such contaminant. In no
event shall application of the best available control technology result in emission of any contaminant which would
exceed the emissions allowed by any applicable standard
under 40 CFR Part 60 and Part 61.
If the rev±ew±ft~-a~eftey
p~~rtment determines that technological or economic limitations on the application of measurement methodology to a
particular class of sources would make the imposition of an
emission standard infeasible, it may instead prescribe a
design, equipment, work practice or operational standard or
combination thereof, to require the application of best
available control technology.
Such standard shall, to the
degree possible, set forth the emission reduction achievable
by implementation of such design, equipment, work practice
or operation and shall provide for compliance by means which
achieve equivalent results.
-te7- (f)
"Commence" as applied to construction of a major
stationary-source or major modification means that the owner
or operator has all necessary preconstruction approvals and
either has:
(i)
Begun, or caused to begin a continuous program of
physical on-site construction of the source to be completed
within a reasonable time; or
(ii)
entered into binding agreements or contractual
obligations, which cannot be cancelled or modified without
substantial loss to the owner or operator, to undertake a
program of construction of the source to be completed within
a reasonable time.
-t£7-_(g) "Construction" means fabrication, erection, instal5-3/15/79
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lation, or modification of source.
igt(h)
"Facility" means an identifiable process, operation,
or piece-of process equipment.
ill.t(i)
"Federal land manaqer" means, with respect to any
lands in the United States, the Secretary of the Department
with authority over such lands.
i±t lil
"Fixed capital cost" means the capital needed to
provide all the depreciable components.
i;t--np~qiti~~-d~~tn-M~an~-~artie~rate-matter-eom~oeed
e~-seii-wl\iel\-is-~neontam±nated-by-eontaminants-resMitinq
~reM-indM~triai-aeti~ity.--PMq±ti~~-d~~t-may-±neiHde-~mie
siene-~rem-fiaHi-read~7-w±nd-eres±en-o~-e~~eeed-se±i-sMr~aeee
and-se±i-eteraqe-~±ies 7 -and-etker-aeti~it±es-±n-wk±efi-ee±±
±e-e±tker-reMe~ed,-etered 7 -traneperted,-er-red±etr±bHted.

(k)
"Indian governing body" means the governing body
of any tribe, band, or group of Indians subject to the
jurisdiction of the United States and recognized by the
United States as possessing power of self-government.
(1)
"Indian reservation" means any federally-recognized
reservation established by treaty, agreement, executive
order, or act of Congress.
(m)
"Major modification" means any physical change in,
change in the method of operation of, or addition to a
stationary source which increases the potential emission
rate of any air contaminant regulated under the Act (including any not previously emitted and taking into account all
accumulated increases in potential emissions occurring at
the source since the effective date of this rule) by either
100 tons per year or more for any source category identified
in subsection (l)iat(n) (i) of this rule, or by 250 tons per
year or more for any-stationary source.
(i) A physical change shall not include routine
maintenance, repair and replacement.
(ii)
A change in the method of operation, unless
previously limited by enforceable permit conditions, shall
not include:
(A)
An increase in the production rate, if such increase
does not exceed the operating design capacity of the source;
(B)
An increase in the hours of operation;
(C)
Use of an alternative fuel or raw material by
reason of an order in effect under sections 2(a) and (b) of
the Energy Supply and Environmental Coordination Act of 1974
(or any superseding legislation), or by reason of a natural
gas curtailment plan in effect pursuant to the Federal Power
Act;
(D)
Use of an alternative fuel or raw material, if
prior to January 6, 1975, the source was capable of accommodating such fuel or material; or,
(E)
use of an alternative fuel by reason of an order or
rule under section 125 of the Act.
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(F)
Change in ownership of the source.
(n)
"Major stationary source" means:
(i)
Any of the following stationary sources of air
contaminants which emit, or have the potential to emit, 100
tons per year or more of any air contaminant regulated under
the Act: Fossil fuel-fired steam electric plants of more
than 250 million British thermal units per hour heat input,
coal cleaning plants (with thermal dryers) , kraft pulp
mills, portland cement plants, primary zinc smelters, iron
and steel mill plants, primary aluminum ore reduction plants,
primary copper smelters, municipal incinerators capable of
charging more than 250 tons of refuse per day, hydrofluoric,
sulfuric, and nitric acid plants, petroleum refineries, lime
plants, phosphate rock processing plants, coke oven batteries,
sulfur recovery plants, carbon black plants (furnace process),
primary lead smelters, fuel conversion plants, sintering
plants, secondary metal production plants, chemical process
plants, fossil fuel boilers (or combination thereof) totaling
more than 250 million British thermal units per hour heat
input, petroleum storage and transfer units with a total
storage capacity exceeding 300,000 barrels, taconite ore
processing plants, glass fiber processing plants, and charcoal
production plants; and
(ii) Notwithstanding the source sizes specified in
subsection (l)fat(n) (i) of this rule, any source which emits,
or has the potential to emit, 250 tons per year or more of
any air contaminant regulated under the Act.
(o}
"Necessary preconstruction approvals or permits"
means those permits or approvals required under Federal and
Montana air quality control laws and regulations.
(p)
"Potential to emit" means the capability at maximum
capacity to emit a contaminant in the absence of air pollution control equipment.
"Air pollution control equipment"
includes control equipment which is not, aside from air pollution control laws and regulations, vital to production of
the normal product of the source or to its normal operation.
Annual potential shall be based on the maximum annual rated
capacity of the source, unless the source is subject to enforceable permit conditions which limit the annual hours of
operation. Enforceable permit conditions on the type or
amount of materials combusted or processed may be used in
determining the potential emission rate of a source.
(q)
"Reconstruction" will be presumed to have taken
place where the fixed capital cost of the new components
exceed fifty percent of the fixed capital cost of a comparable
entirely new facility or source. However, any final decision
as to whether reconstruction has occurred shall be made in
accordance with the provisions of 40 CFR 60.15{£) (l)-(3). A
reconstructed source will be treated as a new source for
purposes of this section, except that use of an alternative
fuel or raw material by reason of an order in effect under
5-3/15/79
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Coordination Act of 1974 (or any superseding legislation) ,
by reason of a natural gas curtailment plan in effect pursuant
to the Federal Power Act, or by reason of an order or rule
under Section 125 of the Act shall not be considered reconstruction.
In determining best available control technology
for a reconstructed source, the provisions of 40 CFR 60.15
(f) (4) shall be taken into account in assessing whether a
standard of performance under 40 CFR Part 60 is applicable
to such source.
(r)
"Source" means any structure, building, facility,
equipment, installation or operation (or combination thereof)
which is located on one or more contiguous or adjacent
properties and which is owned or operated by the same person
(or by persons under common control) which causes or may
cause the emission of one or more air contaminants.
(s)
"Temporary" means less than two (2) years.
(2) Ambient air increments.
In areas designated as
Class I, II, or III, increases in contaminant concentration
over the baseline concentration, as determined by the cumulative results of air quality model1ng of maJor stationary
sources or major mod1ficat~ shall be l1mited to the
following:
Contaminant

Maximum allowable increase
(micrograms per
cubic meter)
CLASS I

Particulate matter:
Annual geometric mean
24-hr maximum .
Sulfur dioxide:
Annual arithmetic mean
24-hr maximum
3-hr maximum
CLASS II
Particulate matter:
Annual geometric mean
24-hr maximum . •
Sulfur dioxide:
Annual arithmetic mean
24-hr maximum
3-hr maximum

5
10
2

5
25

19
37
20
91
512

CLASS III
Particulate matter:
Annual geometric mean
24-hr maximum • . . •
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Sulfur dioxide:
Annual arithmetic mean
24-hr maximum
3-hr maximum

40
182
700

For any period other than an annual period, the applicable
maximum allowable increase may be exceeded during one such
period per year at any one location.
(3)
Ambient air ceilings. No concentration of a contaminant shall exceed an applicable ambient air quality
standard.
(4)
Restrictions on area classifications.
(a) All of the following areas which were in existence
on August 7, 1977, shall be Class I areas and may not be
redesignated:
(i)
International parks,
(ii)
National wilderness areas which exceed 5,000
acres in size,
(iii)
National memorial parks which exceed 5,000 acres
in size, and
(iv)
National parks which exceed 6,000 acres in size.
(b)
Areas which were redesignated as Class I under
federal regulations promulgated before August 7, 1977, shall
remain Class I, but may be redesignated as provided in this
rule.
(c)
Any other area, unless otherwise specified in the
federal legislation creating such an area, is initially
designated Class II, but may be redesignated as provided in
this rule.
(d)
The following areas may be redesignated only as
Class I or II:
(i) An area which as of August 7, 1977, exceeeded
10,000 acres in size and was a national monument, a national
primitive area, a national preserve, a national recreational
area, a national wild and scenic river, a national wildlife
refuge, a national lakeshore or seashore; and
(ii) A national park or national wilderness area
established after August 7, 1977, which exceeds 10,000 acres
in size.
(5)
Exclusions from increment consumption.
(a)
The Department shall exclude the following concentrations in determining compliance with a maximum allowable
increase:
(i)
Concentrations attributable to the increase in
emissions from stationary sources which have converted from
the use of petroleum products, natural gas, or both by
reason of an order in effect under Sections 2(a) and (b) of
the Energy Supply and Environmental Coordination Act of 1974
(or any superseding legislation) over the emissions from
such sources before the effective date of such an order;
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(ii)
Concentrations attributable to the increase in
emissions from sources which have converted from usina
natural gas by reason of a natural gas curtailment plan in
effect pursuant to the Federal Power Act over the emissions
from such sources before the effective date of such plan;
and
(iii)
Concentrations of particulate matter attributable
to the increase in emissions from construction or temporary
emission-related activities.
(b)
The Governor may direct the Department to exclude
in determining compliance with a maximum allowable increase
any increase in concentrations attributable to new sources
outside the United States over the concentrations attributable to existing sources which are included in the baseline
concentration.
(c)
In reference to subsection (5) (a) the following
shall also apply:
(i)
NO exclusion of such concentrations shall apply
more than five years after the effective date of the order
to which subsection (5) (a) (i) refers or the plan to which
subsection (5) (a) (ii) refers, whichever is applicable.
(ii)
If both such order and plan are applicable, no
such exclusion shall apply more than five years after the
later of such effective dates.
(6)
Redesignation.
(a)
All areas of Montana (except as otherwise provided
under (4) of this rule) are designated Class II. Any designation shall be subject to the redesignation procedures of
this subsection.
(b)
A redesignat:i,2._n._may be r~quested by_the Department
QI:_.E.l__~t,!nicipality, countyL_or other general unit of local
g_?.vernment on being petition~d by fifteen percent_ (15%) of
the qualLfied electors resLdin~within the jurisdiction of
the Iocal~overnment uTII~e-area to be r~gna~all
IIe----wTthln tliee-xternart;ouncrarles of the "local government
un1t, wh1ch shall be the petLt1on1ng un1t.
The pet1t1on
Signed by f1fteen percent OI'"tfie qual1f1ed electors shall
Include:---------~·
----tTl A legal description of the b?undary of the area
proposed to be-rea£S~gnated;
An explanation-Of the purpose of the petition and
redesTgnat1on; and
·
A statement to the effect that those persons
signing the pet1 t1on des1re "fl'ie descr1bed area to be re
designateato eLther clas-s~ss II, or class III and
such ·statement shall specTiy"wfiLch class.
--fbt (c)
Requests for redesignation, ·--other than those applicableto areas within the exterior boundaries of a reservation of a federally recognized Indian tribe, shall be
submitted to the Department on application forms available
from the Department.
The redesignation application shall

---·-urr
-----nru
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contain a written statement of reasons for the proposed
redesignation, including a satisfactory description and
analysis of the health, environmental, economic, social and
energy effects of the proposed redesignation.
Upon receipt
of an application, the Department may request additional
information necessary for review from the applicant.
After-reee~pt-ef-a-eompleted-appl~eat~on,-the-Bepart

ment-shall-eondttet-an-analys~s-ef-the-en~~ronmental-~mpaet
ef-the-pro~osea-reaes~~nat±on-6~-may-be-re~tt~red-by-t~e
Montana-En~±renmental-Pol±ey-Aet-and-rttles-promttl~ated

thereto.,- Th~_Eede0gna tion~lic~tion ~hall be completed
and submitted by the petitioning unit.
In the case where
the-D~ar-tlnent requests the redes~gnation, "thE!oepai'tmeirt
shall complete the application required under this subsection.
A.Tter-satisfacGon of such requirements and -afte-r---~---
the Department has consulted with the elected officials of
local government units located in the area covered by the
proposed redesignation, the Department shall make a recommendation on the application to the Board.
The Board shall make a decision on the redesignation
application after conducting a public hearing which shall
not be subject to the contested case procedures of the
Montana Administrative Procedure Act.
At least thirty days
prior to the public hearing, the Department shall:
(il
notify other States, Indian governing bodies, and
federal land managers whose lands may be affected by the
proposed redesignation;
(ii)
make available for public inspection a discussion
of the reasons for the proposed redesignation, including a
satisfactory description and analysis of the health, environmental, economic, social and energy effects of the proposed
redesignation;
(iii)
satisfy the notice requirements of 40 CFR §51.4;
and
(iv)
prior to the issuance of notice of hearing respecting the redesignation of an area that includes any federal
lands, the-Be~artment-has provided written notice to the
appropriate federal land manager and afforded adequate opportunity (no·t in excess of 60 days) to confer with the Department respecting the redesignation and to submit written
comments and recommendations.
In redesignating any area
with respect to which any federal land manager had submitted
written comments and recommendations, the Department shall
have published a list of any inconsistency between such
redesignation and such comments and recommendations (together
with the reasons for making such redesignation against the
recommendation of the federal land manager) 7 -ana.
~eT(d)
Any area other than an area to which subsection (4)
of tDis rule refers may be redesignated as Class III if:
(i)
The redesiqnation would meet the requirements of
Provisions established in accordance with subsection (6)~bT(C)
of this rule;
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(ii)
The redesignation, except any established by an
Indian governing body, has been specifically approved by the
Governor the-~tate, after consultation with the appropriate
committees of the legislature, if it is in session, or with
the leadership of the legislature, if it is not in session
fMRle~s-state-law-~r~¥±ees-that-sHeh-~edes±9nat±en-MM~t-he
s~ee±~±ea±ly-a~p~~¥ed-by-state-±e9±slat±~nr and if general

purpose units of local government representing a majority of
the residents of the area to be redesignated enact legislaition (including resolutions where appropriate) concurring
in the redesignation;
(iii)
The redesignation would not cause, or contribute
to, a concentration of any air contaminant which would exceed
any maximum allowable increase permitted under the classification of any other area or any applicable ambient air quality
standard; and
(iv)
Any permit application for any major stationary
source or major modification subject to provisions established in accordance with subsection (11) of this rule which
could receive a permit only if the area in question were redesignated as Class III, and any material submitted as part
of that application, were available, insofar as was practicable,
for public inspection prior to any public hearing on redesignation of any area as Class III.
(7)
Stack Heights.
The degree of emission limitation
required for control of any air contaminant under this rule
shall be determined by provisions of ARM 16-2.14(1)-814086
(stack height rule).
(8)
Review of major stationary sources and major
modifications -- source applicability and general exemptions.
(a)
No major stationary source or major modifications
'?._?rnmenc ing con'>.tE~C:!~9? after the effective da.!._e __o_f_n:t!'_i§_ _!~}:!"
shall be constructed unless, as a minimum, requirements
contained in the subparagraphs of subsections (9), (11),
(13) , and (15) of this rule have been met.
Such requirements
shall apply to a proposed source or modification only with
respect to those contaminants for which the proposed construction would be a major stationary source or major modification.
(b)
The requirements contained in the subparagraphs of
subsections (9), (11), (13) and (15) of this rule shall not
apply to a major stationary source or major modification
with respect to a particular contaminant if the owner or
operator demonstrates to the Department that:
(i)
As to that contaminant, the source or modification
is subject to the emission offset ruling (41 FR 55524) as it
may be amended or to regulations approved or promulgated
pursuant to Section 173 of the Act and
(ii)
The source or modification would impact no area
attaining the national ambient air quality standards (either
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internal or external to areas designated as nonattainment
under Section 107 of the Act).
(c)
The Department may permit a portable facility
which has received construction approval under requirements
e~H~veieft~-~e-~fie~e contained in the subparagraphs of subsections (9), (11), (13), (15), and (16) eftd--t±:tl- to relocate
without being subject to such requirements if:
(i) Emissions from the facility would not exceed
allowable emissions; and
(ii)
Such relocation would impact no Class I area and
no area where an applicable increment is known to be violated
or would be violated due to the relocation of the facility;
and
(iii) Notice is given to the Department at least
thirty days prior to such relocation identifying the proposed new location and the probable duration of operation at
such location.
(9)
Control technology review.
(a)
A major stationary source or major modification
shall meet all applicable requirements of the Montana Clean
Air Act and rules promulgated pursuant thereto and all
applicable emission standards and standards of performance
under 40 CFR Part 60 and Part 61.
(b) A major stationary source or major modification
shall apply best available control technology for each
applicable contaminant, unless the increase in allowable
emissions of that contaminant from the source would be less
than 50 tons per year, 1,000 pounds per day, or 100 pounds
per hour, whichever is most restrictive.
(i)
The preceding hourly or daily rates shall apply
only with respect to a contaminant for which an increment,
or national ambient air quality standard, for a period less
than 24 hours or a period of 24 hours, as appropriate, has
been established.
(ii)
In determining whether and to what extent a modification would increase allowable emissions, there shall be
taken into account no emission reductions achieved elsewhere
at the source at which the modification would occur.
(c)
In the case of a modification, the requirement for
best available control technology shall apply only to each
new or modified facility which would increase the allowable
emissions of an applicable contaminant.
(d)
Where a facility within a source would be modified
but not reconstructed, the requirement for best available
control technology shall not apply if no net increase in
emissions of an applicable contaminant would occur at the
source, taking into account all emission increases and decreases at the source which would accompany the modification,
and no adverse air quality impact would occur.
(e)
For phased construction projects the determination
of best available control technology shall be reviewed, and
5-3/15/79
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modified as appropriate, at the latest reasonable time prior
to commencement of construction of each independent phase of
the proposed source or modification.
(10)
Exemptions from impact analysis.
(a)
The Department may shall exempt a proposed major
stationary source or major modification with respect to a
particular contaminant from the requirements of subsections
(ll), (13), and (15), if:
(i)
The increase in allowable emissions of that contaminant from the source or modification would impact no
Class I area and no area where an applicable increment is
known to be violated; and
(ii)
The increase in allowable emissions of the contaminant from the source or modification would be less than
50 tons per year, 1,000 pounds per day, or 100 pounds per
hour, whichever is most restrictive; or
(iii)
The emissions of the contaminant are of a temporary nature including but not limited to those from a pilot
plant, a portable facility, construction, or exploration; or
(iv)
A source is modified, but no increase in the net
amount of emissions for any contaminant subject to an applicable ambient air quality standard and no adverse air quality
impact would occur.
(b)
In determining for the purpose of subsection
(10) (a) (ii) of this rule whether and to what extent a modification would increase allowable emissions, there shall be
taken into account no emission reductions achieved elsewhere
at the source at which modification would occur.
(c)
In determining for the purpose of subsection
(10) (a) ·HvHii) of this rule whether and to what extent
there would~an increase in the net amount of emissions
of any contaminant subject to an applicable ambient air
quality standard from the source which is modified, there
shall be taken into account all emission increases and
decreases occurring at the source since August 7, 1977.
(d)
~he-Be~ar~me~~-may-~rev~~e-~ha~-~he The requirement•
of subsections (11), (13), and (15) of this rure-shall not
apply to a major stationary source or major modification
with respect to em~ss~o~s airborne particulate matter from
it which the owner or operator has shown to be £H~~~~ve
aHS~ native soil or unprocessed native mineral matter.
(11)
Air quality review.
(a)
The owner or operator of the proposed source or
modification must demonstrate to the Department that allowable emissions increases from the source Of or modification,
in conjunction with all other applicable emissions increases
or reductions, will not cause or contribute to air pollution
in violation of:
(i)
Any applicable ambient air quality standard in any
air quality control region; or
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(ii)
Any applicable maximum allowable increase over
the baseline concentration in any area.
(12)
Air quality models.
(a)
All estimates of ambient concentrations required
under subsection (ll) of this rule shall be based on the
applicable air quality models, data bases, and other requirements
specified in the Guidelines on Air Quality Models (OAQPS
1.2-oso, u.s. EnvlronmentaTProtecbonAgency, Office of the
Air Quality Planning and Standards, Research Triangle Park,
N.C. 27711, April 1978).
(b) Where an air quality impact model specified in the
~~}9elines on Air Qual~ty_MG9.els is inappropriate, the model
may be modified or another model substituted.
(c) A substitution or modification of a model shall be
subject to public comment procedures developed in accordance
with subsection *±~r~£-~his-~tt±e~ (6) (b) and (c) of ARM
16-2.14(1)-51415 (permit rule).
co~
-~~--written-·approval of the Administrator of EPA must
be obtained for any modification or substitution.
(e)
Methods like those outlined in the workbook for the
f~parison of Air Qua;I;LtX.. ~E!.t"!~ (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Office of A1r Quality Planning and Standards,
Research Triangle Park, N.C. 27711, April 1977) should be
used to determine the comparability of air quality models.
(f)
~b_e __G~j9~~jnes on Air Qual~~Y.-~~de~ is incorporated by reference. On April 27, 1978, the Office of the
Federal Register approved this document for incorporation
by reference. A copy of the guideline is on file with the
Department and in the Federal Register library.
(g)
The documents referred to i.n this paragraph are
available for public inspection at EPA's Public Information
Reference Unit, Room 2922, 401 M Street SW, Washington, D.C.
20460, and at the libraries of each of the ten EPA Regional
Offices.
Copies are available as supplies permit from the
Library Service Office (MD-35), U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Research Triangle Park, N.C. 27711.
Also,
copies may be purchased from the National Technical Information Service, 5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield, Va. 22161.
(13)
Monitoring.
(a)
The owner or operator of a proposed source or
modification shall, after construction of the source or
modification, conduct such ambient air quality monitoring
and reporting as the Department determines may be necessary
to establish the effect which emissions from the source or
modification of a contaminant for which ambient air quality
standard exists (other than non-methane hydrocarbons) may
have, or is having, on air quality in any area which such
emissions would affect.
(b)
As necessary to determine whether emissions from
the proposed source or modification would cause or contribute
·---·"--
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to a violation of an applicable ambient air quality standard,
any permit application submitted after August 7, 1978, shall
include an analysis of continuous air quality monitoring
data for any contaminant emitted by the source or modification
for which an applicable ambient air quality standard exists
except non-methane hydrocarbons.
Such data shall relate to,
and shall have been gathered over, the yQar preceding receipt
of the complete application, unless the owner or operator
demonstrates to the Department's satisfaction that such data
gathered over a portion or portions of that year or another
representative year would be adequate to determine that the
source or modification would not cause or contribute to a
violation of an applicable ambient air quality standard.
(14)
Source information.
(a)
The owner or operator of a proposed source or
modification shall submit to the Department all information
necessary to perform any analysis or make any determination
required under this rule.
(b)
Such information shall include:
(i)
A description of the nature, location, design
capacity, and typical operating schedule of the source or
modification, including specifications and drawings showing
its design and plant layout;
(ii)
A detailed schedule for construction of the
source or modification;
(iii)
A detailed description as to what system of continuous emission reduction is planned by the source or modification, emission estimates, and any other information as
necessary to determine that best available control technology
as applicable would be applied;
(c)
The Department may request the owner or operator
to provide information on:
(i)
The air quality impact of the source or modification, including meteorological and topographical data necessary to estimate such impact; and
(ii)
The air quality impacts and the nature and extent
of any or all general commercial, residential., industrial,
and other growth which has occurred since August 7, 1977, in
the area the source or modification would affect.
(15)
Additional impact analyses.
(a)
The owner or operator shall provide an analysis of
the impairment to visibility, soils, and vegetation that
would occur as a result of the source or modification and
general commercial, residential, industrial, and other
growth associated with the source or modification.
Th~
owner or operator need not provide an analysis of the ~mpact
on vegetation having no significant commercial or recreational
value.
(b)
The owner or operator shall provide an analysis of
the air quality impact projected for the area as a result of
general commercial, residential, industrial, and other
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growth associated with the source or modification.
(16)
sources impacting Federal Class I area
additional
requirements:
(a)
Denial -- impact on air quality related values.
Federal land managers may present to the Department after
preliminary determination required under subsection f±fr-~£
thiS-1'11±e 7 (6) (b) of ARM 16-2.14(l)-Sl415 (permit rule), a
demonstration that the emissions from the proposed source or
modification would have an adverse impact on the air qualityrelated values (including visibility) of any federal mandatory
Class I lands, notwithstanding that the change in air quality
resulting from emissions from such source or modification
would not cause or contribute to concentrations which would
exceed the maximum allowable increases for a Class I area.
If the Department concurs with such demonstration, the
Department shall not issue the permit.
3.
The following comments were made regarding individual
sections of the rule:
(a) Subsection (1), Definitions:
"Allowable emissions''.
The Exxon Company recommended that
the phrase "maximum rated capacity" be deleted and "design
capacity" be substituted. 'l'he Board disagreed and rejected
the comments for the reason that many boilers or other types
of equipment are often operated in excess of design capacity
and the air quality review under the recommended substitution
would then not be representative of actual conditions.
"Baseline concentration".
The American Smelting and
Refining Company (ASARCO) and the Montana Coal Council proposed
that the definition of baseline concentration be changed to
the definition of baseline concentration contained in the federal Clean Air Act, which establishes the baseline at the date
of first application, rather than the single date proposed.
The Department proposed the same definition as appears in EPA's
rules, and preferred a set date rather than keeping track of
a multitude of different starting dates.
The Board rejected
the comments based on the recommendations of the Department.
"commence''. Westmoreland Resources, Inc. , proposed that
the definition add "required under the State Implementation
Plan" after "all necessary preconstruction approvals".
Since
"necessary preconstruction approvals or permits" is separately
defined in subsection (l) (o), the Board rejected the amendment
as unnecessary.
"Construction". The Department suggested amending the
definition to conform to that proposed for the new permit rule,
contending that the substance of the definition would remain
substantially unaltered.
Montana Power objected on grounds
that the amendment would create confusion about when construction would be regarded as "commencing", while the Department
felt that issue was sufficiently clarified by the separate
definition of "commence".
Montana Power also objected because
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it felt inclusion of a startup and shakedown period within
the definition was at odds with the basic purpose of the PSD
rule to provide preconstruction review. Since the meaning of
the definition as originally proposed is presently being litigated and since all parties, after conference, agreed the
original proposal was preferable, the Board elected to retain
it rather than adopt a new version and risk litigation over
its meaning.
"Fugitive dust".
The Anaconda Company and the Exxon
Company reconuuended the following definition of airborne
particulate matter in lieu of the proposed definition of fugitive dust:"'Airborne particulate matter' means any particulate
matter discharged into the outdoor atmosphere which is not
discharged from a normal exit of a stack or chimney for which
a source test can be performed in accordance with Method 5.
Oetecmination of Particulate Emissions from Stationary sources,
/\tC'f,L 1•.lix A, Part 60.275 ('l'est Methods and Procedures, Title
40, Code of Federal Regulations, Revised, July l, 1977)."
The Department also reconunended the change in order to conform
to the definition in the airborne particulate rule adopted
December 18, 1978, and to avoid the problem of determining
whether dust is industrially contaminated or not.
This definition was opposed by Cindi Willidms, representing the Northern
Powder River Basin EIS Project, who wanted to clarify the
original proposed definition to retain a distinction between
particulate from natural surface soil and particulate from
strip-mine activities.
EPA also disagreed on grounds it was
broader than the federal definition of fugitive dust and in
effect would exempt additional sources from PSD review.
The Board concurred with the recommendation of the Department
and adopted the substitute definition.
The Montana Coa..l Council and 1\SARCO proposed,

in relation

to the definition of fugitive dust, a new paragraph in subsection (1): "The definitions of major stationary source and
major modification contained in paragraph (m) and paragraph
(n) shall not be construed lo include airborne particulate
matter as defined in paragraph (j) ." The Department did not
agree with the foregoing proposal because it excluded sources
of airborne particulate matter from the requirements of the
PSD rule, including control technology review.
The Board
agreed and rejected the proposal based on the recommendations
of the Department.
"Necessary preconstruction approval or permits".
The
Montana Power Company proposed that "under Federal and Montana
air quality control laws and regulations" be deleted and the
following be substituted: "by the permitting authority as a
precondition to undertaking any activity under clause (i) and
(ii) of subsection (e) of this section." The Board disagreed
that this would add to clarification and rejected the comments.
"Potential to emit".
The Montana Power Company proposed
that the definition be amended as follows:
""'Potential to
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emit' means the capability at maximum capacity, recognizing
the effect of installed air pollution control equipment, to
em1t a contaminant. ~n-tfte ah~enee e£ a~~ ~e!l~tren een~~e!
eq~i~lflel't~ ... "
The-Board disagreed with the Company's proposal since it would have greatly reduced the number of covered
sources, and rejected the comments.
In addition, the Exxon Company proposed "design capacity"
as it had for the "allowable emission" definition.
The Board
disagreed and rejected the proposal on the same basis as
stated under the discussion of the definition of "allowable
emissions'', above.

(b)
subsection (2), Ambient Air Increments:
The Anaconda Company and the Exxon Company proposed that
this subsection be amended as follows:
"Ambient air increments.
In areas designated as Class I, Class II, or Class
III, increases in contaminant concentration over the baseline
concentration, as determined by the cumulative results of air
guality mo<~~~~-''5Lof major stationilry sources_or maj~n modif~
cations, shall be limited to the following ... " The Board concurred and adopted the propos<.tl based on thf' recommendation
of the Department that it was the only reasonable way to keep
track of the increment consumption, in that it focuses on major sources and avoids the almost. impossible job of estimating
the effect of small sources, and that it represented EPA practice in fact.

(c)
Subseclion (5), Exclusions from Incr·ement Consumption:
Many comments were received in relation to (5) (a) (iii)
requesting the Board to expressly exclude fugitive dust from
agricultural and slash burning activities as a factor in dctennining compli<.tnce with a maximum allowable increase.
The
Board rejcct.ed the proposed amendment as unnecessary, based
on the assertion of the Department that these sources are
already excluded from consideration in the permit rule,
16-2.14(1)-Sl400(1) (f), and the two rules are intended to 0
applied together.
Regarding ( 5) (b) , the Continental Oil Company rccomrnPP"1c•·1
that exclusion of emissions from sources outside the U.S.
be mandatory rather than discretionary to correlate with the
federal regulation, which allows the Governor to request the
exclusion after an opportunity for public hearing.
Since the
federal regulation does not make such an exclusion mandatory,
the Board declined to do so either.
(d)
Subsection (6), Reclesignation:
Many commentors were opposed to the requirement in the
rule that the applicant submit "a written statement of reasons
for the proposed redesignation, including a satisfactory description and analysis of the health, environmental, economic,
social and energy effects of the proposed redesignation" because it imposed too great a financial and technical burden
on the applicant.
Furthermore, they felt, this burden would
unduly restrict accessibility to the redesignation process.
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Lyle Quick, a McCone County Commissioner, the Stillwater Protective Association, the League of Women Voters, the McCone
Agricultural Protective Association, and the Northern Plains
Resource Council supported the use of a citizens' petition
to initiate the application process.
The Department reviewed these recommendations with the
Lt. Governor's office and proposed the amendments to subsection (6) which appear in this notice, the most important of
which allows citizens to petition a unit of local government,
which in turn may submit a redesignation application to the
Department.
The Board agreed with the Department and adopted
the proposed changes.
(e)
Subsection (7), Stack Heights:
Cenex recommended that language from the federal regulation be substituted for the entire subsection.
The Department
felt Montana should not have one stack height provision under
the PSD rule and a dissimilar provision under the stack
heights rule already adopted by the Board, recommending in~
stead that the stack height rule should be cross-referenced
in the stack height subsection of the PSD rule.
The Board
rejected the Cenex proposal based on the recommendations of
the Department.
(f)
Subsection (8), Review of Major Stationary Sources
and Major Modlfication Source Applicabillty and General
Exemptlons:
Westmoreland Resources, Inc., recommended that (8) (a)
read as follows, to clarify what sources it applied to:
"(a) No major stationary source or major modifications commencing construction after the effective date of this regulatlon shall be constructed unless, as a minimum, requirements
contained in the subparagraphs of subsection (9)' (11)' (13),
and (15) of this rule have been met ... " The Board agreed and
adopted the recommendation, except that the term "rule" be
used in lieu of "regulation".
Cenex commented that the rule failed to exempt non-profit
health or education institutions from review as the federal
requirements allow.
Since these facilities arc often major
emitting sources, the Department believed that they should be
subject to review. ·rhe Board rejected the proposal based on
the Department's recommendation.
Cenex also commented that the relocation of a previously
approved portable facility may have to undergo an additional
ambient review according to the language of (8) (c) (ii).
The
Department disagreed that relocation would require repetition
of ambient impact review.
The relocation requirement stated
in (8) (b) (ii) would simply be the requirement of a modeling
review to determine whether or not violations would occur due
to relocation.
The predicted concentration attributable to
the source must be compared to that allowable in the new area
of relocation.
The Board rejected the proposal by Cenex based
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on the Department's recommendation.
(g)
Subsection (10), Exemptions from Impact Anal sis:
The Exxon Company and the Anacon a Company proposed
that (10) (a) be mandatory rather than discretionary.
The
Board agreed and adopted the proposed change.
Both the above companies also proposed that (10) (d) read
as follows:
"(d) ~~e-Bepa~~ffieft~-ffiay-p~e¥±de-~ha~-~fie Therequirements of subsections (11), (13), and (15) of this rule
shall not apply to a major stationary source or major modification with respect to effiissieffs airborne particulate matter
from it which the owner or operator has shown to be f~~±~i¥e
a~s~ native soil or unprocessed native mineral matter. "
Elliot Rockler, Lame Deer, opposed any inclusion of coal dust
within the fugitive dust category. The Board concurred with
the change and adopted it.
Cenex suggested the following addition to subsection (10):
"(e) The hourly or daily rates set in paragraph lO(a) (ii) of
this section shall apply only with respect to a contaminant
for which an increment or national ambient air quality standard,
for a period of less than 24 hours or for a period of 24 hours,
as appropriate, has been established." The Department reviewed
th1s language in its initial drafting and found the phrase to
be meaningless unless appled to nitrogen dioxide, which is not
presently covered by the rule.
If at such time nitr·ogen dioxide or a similar contaminant is covered, the Department felt
the rule could then be amended.
The Board concurred with the
Department's recommendation and rejected the Cenex proposal.
The Montana Power Company proposed the Board adopt in the
rule a variance procedure contained in the Federal Clean Air
Amendments and in the federal regulation known as the Breaux
Amendment which would involve not only specific language
from 42 USC §7475(d) (2) (D), but also definitions for high terrain and low terrain.
It was the Department's position that
the Breaux Amendment applied only to federal lands and there
was no necessity for the variance procedure to be provided by
administrative rule promulgated by the Board of Health and
Environmental Sciences.
Dr. Robert Bell, Culbertson, supported
the exclusion of the Breaux Amendment.
The Board concurred
with the Department's recommendation and rejected the Montana
Power Company proposal.
Numerous comments were received from industries requesting
the Board to abstain from enacting a PSD rule until the litigation over the federal regulation on PSD is settled.
The
Department desired to administer the PSD program in the state
of Montana, which will be administered by the Environmental
Protection Agency until Montana promulgates a rule.
EPA
requested that state implementation plan revisions on prevention of significant deterioration be submitted by March 19,
1979.
The Department felt that it was doubtful that the litigation would be settled by that date and that all of the rules
proposed arc essential to demonstrate attainment in all areas
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of the state by 1982.
The PSD rule fulfilled a need to show
maintenance of tho standards in areas once those standards
are attained.
The Department and its working committees reviewed the areas of litigation and unclear areas in tho federal regulations and clarified and streamlined the proposed
state rule.
On the whole, the Department believed there were
too many advantages to the state rule such as the clear definitions, the 180-~ay permitting procedures, and the state rcdcsignation procedures to wait, potentially, years for federal
litiqation and federal bureaucracy to arrive aL the same
point.
The Board concur red with Lhe Dcpa rtmcn t' s recommendation and adopted tho rule.
Tho Department also noted at the public hearing various
clerical errors t.hat. were corrected at that time.
'!'he Board
concurred with the corrections to the rule.
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36-3.18(20)-$18500 - $1850
BOARD OF OIL AND
GAS CONSERVATION
ADOPTION OF EMERGENCY RULES
Statement of reasons for emergency.
The Board of Oil and Gas Conservation finds that these
emergency rules should be adopted for the following reasons:
1. The Natural Gas Policy Act of 1978 authorizes the state
agency having regulatory jurisdiction with respect to the production of natural gas to make certain determinations under the
Act.
2. The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission has taken the
position that the state agency should make such determinations
on private and state lands within their respective states and
has adopted rules and regulations governing such determinations
by state agencies.
3. The Montana Board of Oil and Gas Conservation is the
state .agency having regulatory jurisdiction with respect to
natural gas production in Montana and is authorized to make such
determinations under the Natural Gas Policy Act.
4. Montana producers of natural gas are required to make
application to the Board and receive a positive determination
from the Board prior to charging the higher prices for natural
gas production authorized under the Act.
5. The Act and rules and regulations adopted by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission allow the retroactive collection of the prices authorized by the Act back to December 1,
1978, if the state determination procedure is functioning prior
to March 1, 1979.
6. The retroactive collection of the authorized prices
will substantially benefit the people of Montana by providing
increase revenue through· taxes and through royalties to the
state and individual citizens.
7. If these rules are not adopted prior to March 1, 1979,
the state determinations cannot be made and the public welfare
will be damaged through loss of revenue to the state and its
individual citizens.
Therefore having determined that the welfare of the people
of Montana is in imminent peril and that the State of Montana
is in danger of losing revenue, the Board of Oil and Gas Conservation adopts the following emergency rules:
Sub-Chapter 20
Montana Regulations to Implement
Natural Gas Policy Act
36-3.18(20)-Sl8500 APPLICATIONS FOR DETERMINATION (1)
Any person owning an interest ~n the production of gas from a
36-100
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qualifies for a maximum lawful price as prescribed by Natural
Gas Policy Act of 1978 (NGPA) or desiring a change in an existing determination or desiring any other determination or finding authorized by the NGPA, shall apply to the Board. Duplicate
original copies of all applications shall be filed in both the
Helena and Billings offices of the Board. Applications shall be
made on the forms prescribed by the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (FERC) and Board Form No. 15. All applications shall
be executed so as to comply with the following:
(a)
Signature. If the person filing an application under
this rule is an individual, the filing shall be signed by such
individual, or in the case of a minor or other legally disabled person, his duly qualified legal representative. If the
person making such filing is a corporation, partnership, or
trust, the filing shall be signed by a responsible official of
the corporation, a general partner of the partnership, or the
trustee of the trust.
In the case of any other legal entity, the
operator of the well may sign the application. An operator under
a joint operating agreement may sign an application for a well
covered by the operating agreement if notice of the application
is given by the operator to all other parties to the joint operating agreement and that fact is certified in the application.
(2) The applicant shall furnish with the application original, photocopies or certified copies of all documents, technical data and records relied upon to support its application.
Copies of the Board's official files and orders must be certified.
(3) The application shall contain information necessary
to support the category or determination sought by the owner,
including, but not limited to:
(a) The name and address of the operator of the well.
(b) The name and address of all non-operating owners.
(cl Well identification, location by legal subdivision,
township and range, A,P.I. identification number, field and/or
reservoir designation, if any.
(d) A designation of the categor(y) (ies) applied for and
the specific NGPA sections relied upon.
(e) The supporting documents designated in subsection 4
herein and in applicable FERC regulations as minimum requirements for each category or determination applied for.
(f)
Identification and addresses of all purchaser(s) of
natural gas, and, where State, Federal or Indian mineral interests are involved, that information.
(g) A certificate of service indicating that copies of
the application (less required supporting documents) have been
served upon all working interest owners in the well or wells
involved in the application and upon the Department of State
Lands (if state owned mineral interests are involved) and upon
all purchasers of gas from such well or wells. Names and
addresses of all working interest owners and gas purchasers
shall be provided.
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(4)
Documents and Technical Data Supporting Application.
(a)
All applicants must comply with the minimum requirements imposed by the FERC from time to time in addition to those
special requirements set forth herein. Additional documentation,
technical data, or evidence may be required by the examiner.
(b)
Special Documentation Required by the Board.
(i)
New Gas Determinations under Section 102:
(No special
documentation required.)
(ii)
1,000 Feet Deeper Test. Directional drilling surveys
shall be required only for wells which are purposely directionally drilled. However, if directional drilling surveys are
voluntarily run, copies of the results thereof shall be submitted.
(iii)
New Onshore Reservoirs. Copies of any directional
drilling surveys or dip meter tests available to the applicant
on any of the wells in (or within one mile of) the new reservoir
shall be filed with the application.
(iv)
New Onshore Production Wells Under Section 103. Copies
of any statement provided by the petroleum engineer in any eligibility proceeding under Rule MAC 36-3.18 (10)-Sl8020 (Subpart
4(b)) or any other proceedings which modify the otherwise applicable spacing unit, such as Board orders authorizing multiple
wells in a spacing unit, shall be provided with the application.
(v)
High Cost Natural Gas Wells.
(No special documentation
required.)
(vi)
Stripper Wells Under Section 108:
(A)
Application for Determination.
(No special documentation required.)
(B)
Notice by an Operator or Purchaser of an Increase in
Production.
(No special documentation required.)
(C)
Determination of Increased Production Resulting From
Enhanced Recovery Techniques.
(No special documentation required.)
(D)
Designation That a Well is Seasonally Affected.
(No
special documentation required.)
(E)
Determination of J~aximum Efficient Rate.
If the
application is for determination as to whether the well produced at its maximum efficient rate, the application shall be
accompanied by the results of all openflow, four point, back
pressure or other tests taken to ascertain the maximum efficient rate. The Board may require such further testing as
deemed appropriate.
(History: Sec. 4, Ch. 19, L. 1979 IMP,
Sec. 4, Ch. 19, L. 1979 NEW E~.ERG. Eff. 2/27/79)
36-3.18(20)-Sl8510 OBJECTIONS TO APPLICATIONS.
(1) Any
interested person may submit objections to any application or
express views thereon. Any expression of views is hereafter
referred to as an objection. Objections must be in writing
and may be supported by documentation and technical data in
the same manner as the documentation and technical data submitted by the applicant. An objection notification must relate
to one application and contain the following:
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(al The n~me and C~ddre$~ of the object,inc;r ?arty;
(bl The docket numbe;r or subs;idiary docket number with
!lufficient clarity to identify the ap?lication;
(c) Reasons for the objection and reference to any documentation, data or exhibits which objector is submitting with
the objection and which objector asserts is proof of the reasons
for the objection.
All objections, together with any documentation and technical data, must be filed by the 20th of the month in which the
find;ing or determination is to be made, or the next working day
if the 20th falls on a weekend or holiday. Any amendment to
the objection or supporting documentation or data not received
by the deadline shall be returned to the objecting party.
(History: Sec. 4, Ch. 19, L. 1979 IMP, Sec. 4, Ch. 19, L. 1979,
NEW EMERG. Eff. 2/27/79)
36-3.18(20)-Sl8520 ACTION ON APPLICATIONS.
(1) Upon
receipt of an application, the Board will assign a docket number
or a subsidiary docket number which identifies the case as one
of the applications for NGPA determination for the month involved. A list, in chronological order of receipt, will be maintained by the Board at both Helena and Billings, showing the
docket number, or subsidiary docket number, the date of filing,
the name of the applicant, the category or categories of determination applied for and the location by section, township and
range of the well or wells to be considered in the determination. Such list shall be posted inside the Board offices in
Helena and Billings at a locat·ion readily available to the public. All applications and supporting documentation, as well as
the notice list, shall be available for examination during
normal business hours at both the Helena and Billings offices
of the Board. All applications for that month's determinations
must be filed by the third working day of the month.
(2) Time of Action on Determinations. On the fourth
Tuesday of each month, or on the following day if such day is a
legal holiday, an examiner appointed by the Board shall make
preliminary determinations, whether positive or negative, based
solely upon the appl:ications and any object;ions thereto timely
filed during such month. Copies of the examiners determination
shall be mailed within two days of the date of the determination
by ordinary mail to the applicant and to all owners and purchasers
identified on the certificate of service submitted in compliance
withthese rules,as well as to all objectors and all members of
the Board. Any applications which are defic;ient because of
failure of the applicant to comply with any of the regulations
of the federal regulations or these rules shall be rejected by
written notice to the applicant, informing the applicant of
the deficiencies, but retaining the application and supporting documentation. The application shall be reconsidered on
the following months determination date if the deficiencies are
timely corrected. If the deficiencies are not corrected by the
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rejected and returned to the applicant.
If the application is unopposed and the preliminary determination by the examiner is positive, such determination when
rendered shall become a final action of the Board and the examiner, for the Board, shall give written notice to the Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission w.i.thin 15 days of the determination.
Such notice shall consist of the following:
(a) A list of all participants in the proceeding as well
as any persons who submitted or who sought an opportunity to
submit written comments (whether or not such persons participated
in the proceeding);
(b) A statement indicating whether the matter was opposed
before the Board;
(c) A copy of the application together with a copy or description of other materials in the record upon which the determination by the Board was made; and
(d) An affirmative finding that the information contained
in the notice to the Commission pursuant to this section includes
all of the information required to be filed by the applicant
under these regulations and 18 CFR Part 274 (Subpart B) of the
Federal regulations, and in any case in which other mat.erials
in the record constitute portions of such information, a copy
of those portions of the record.
(3)
If the application was opposed, or if the preliminary
determination is a negative determination, the examiner shall
withhold any notification to the Federal Energy Regulatory
commission until at least 20 days after the date of the preliminary determination, during which time the aggrieved party
may solicit requests from two or more Board members that the
determination be reviewed by the Board. Should two or more
Board members request a review, the preliminary determination
shall not become final until the Board shall have reviewed the
matter at a regularly docketed do novo hearing and shall have
issued its order.
In accordance with Section 503(c) (4) of the
NGPA, the board's final order shall not be subject to appeal
or judicial review. Notice to the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission, as provided in Subpart (b) of this Rule, shall
be given within 15 days of the order by the Board becoming
final.
(History: Sec. 4, Ch. 19, L. 1979 IMP Sec. 4, Ch. 19,
L. 1979 NEW EMERG. Eff. 2/27/79)
36-3.18(20)-Sl8530 SPECIAL FINDINGS AND DETER!1INATIONS
New Onshore Production Wells Under Section 103.
(a) Applications pursuant to 18 CFR Section 271.305(b) for
a finding that a well is necessary to effectively and efficiently drain a portion of the reservoir covered by the spacing unit
which cannot be effectively and efficiently drained by an existing well within the spacing unit, shall be treated as a spacing
exception application under Section 60-129 (R.C.M. 1947) and be
separately docketed and noticed for hearing before the Board as
a spacing exception application, and, in addition, shall be
(1)
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included in the list of applications posted pursuant to Rule
III, above, for the month in which the hearing on the application shall be held. The list of applications shall be appropriately noted to the effect that the matter will be heard by
the Board at its next regular hearing.
(bl Applications pursuant to 18 CFR Section 271.305(c) for
a determination that gas produced from a well drilled after
February 19, 1977 and before January 1, 1979 qualifies for the
Section 103 price because the Board had explicitly or implicitly
found, prior to commencement of the drilling, that the new well
was necessary to effectively and efficiently drain a portion of
the reservoir covered by the spacing unit, which portion of the
spacing unit could not be effectively and efficiently drained
by any existing well within the spacing unit, shall be accompanied by certified copies of all exhibits submitted to the
Board or to the Petroleum Engineer in connection with the hearing or the eligibility proceeding which preceded commencement
of drilling or issuance of the drilling permit. Upon review of
the application plus the previously submitted exhibits and the
prior order or finding by the Board or Petroleum Engineer, the
examiner shall make a finding on whether the Board or Petroleum
Engineer had theretofore made an explicit finding that the drilling of the new well was necessary to effectively and efficiently
drain a portion of the reservoir covered by the spacing unit
which could not be effectively and efficiently drained by any
existing well within the proration unit. An affirmative finding by the examiner shall constitute the geologic evidence to
be demonstrated in compliance with 18 CFR Section 274.204(f) or
any successor regulation. If the examiner's finding is negative, the determination on the original application shall be
postponed until the following month, during which time the
applicant may submit to the examiner a certified transcript of
the oral testimony, if any, taken at the previous hearing.
Notice by ordinary mail of the negative finding shall be given
the applicant within three (3) days of the issuance of the finding. If the transcript is not timely filed, the determination
shall be negative. If the transcript is timely filed, the matter
shall be reconsidered by the examiner at the ensuing month's regular NGPA determination date so as to ascertain whether the
Board or the Petroleum Engineer had made or could have made an
explicit affirmative finding on the matter, based on the evidence
before it, prior to commencement of drilling or issuance of the
drilling permit.
(2) Stripper Well Production.
(a) Maximum Efficient Rate of Flow Determinations. The
examiner is authori~ed to establish maximum efficient rates of
flow from any gas well utili~ing any criteria proscribed by
FERC or, if FERC has not proscribed criteria, the following:
(i) The well's open flow potential.
(ii) The well's flow potential into the nearest pipeline
with pressures lower than the well, if any.
(iii) Pressure analysis (bottomhole, if advisable, or
5-3/15/79
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Civl Log and core analysis for information thickness,
permeability, etc.
(v) Reservoir fracturing, whether natural or administered.
(vi) Reservoir model and analysis.
(vii) Other data which the examiner requires or considers
pertinent.
(b) Seasonally Affected Wells. The examiner is authorized
to make findings in accordance with 18 CFR Section 27l.B04(e) (2)
that seasonal fluctuations of production from a well theretofore
classified as a stripper well have not and cannot reasonably be
expected to increase production levels above an average of 60
mcf per production day for any 12-month period. such findings
shall be based upon the reported history of production from such
well plus analysis of any established maximum efficient rate of
flow and any evidence of pressure differential which might cause
temporarily increased production levels.
(c) Enhanced Recovery Techniques. The examiner is authorized to determine that an increase in production from a well
theretofore classified as a stripper well is the result of the
application of recognized enhanced recovery techniques. In the
absence of controller, federal regulations or FERC interpretations, the examiner shall ascertain whether the particular enhancement technique involved in the determination is a recognized technique.
(d) General. The examiner shall treat any petition or
application for determination that production in excess of an
average of 60 mcf per production day for any 90-day production
period was due to enhanced recovery techniques or to seasonal
fluctuations as if it were an application for an initial determination under Rule 36-3.18(20)-Sl8500.
(History: sec. 4, Ch.
19, L. 1979, IMP Sec. 4. Ch. 19, L. 1979 NEW EMERG. Eff. 2/27/
79)
--CERTIFIED TO THE
SECRETARY OF STATE

~,1979.
By=:~f"/4?
Chairman
(Title)
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-268DEPARTMENT OF PROFESSIONAL AND OCCUPATIONAL LICENSING
BEFORE THE STATE ELEC'l'RICAL BOARD
In the matter of the
Amendment of ARM 40-3.38(6)S3875 Apprentice Registration)

NOTICE OF AMENDMENT OF ARM
40-3.38(6)-S3875 APPRENTICE
REGISTRATION

To:

All Interested Persons:
l.
On January 25, 1979, the State Electrical Board publishe<
a notice of proposed amendment of ARM 40-3.38(6)-S3875 concerning apprentice registration at pages 31 and 32 of the 1979
Montana Administrative Register, issue number 2.
2.
The Roard has amended the rule as proposed.
3.
No comments or testimony were received.
The Board proposed revision of the rule after considering objections from
the electrical industry, the Labor Standards Division, Apprenticesh.ip Bureau, and from the Montana Administrative Code
Committee.
The Roard understands tr,at registration with the
Apprenticeship Bureau is not and cannot be made mandatory under
existing Federal and State law relating to that Bureau. As far
as sr•ecifying the nature and scope of apprentice training is
concerned and as far as specifying a supervisory ratio of
licensed electricians over apprentices, the Board feels this
should be the prerogative of the employer.
However, because
section 37-68-303 MCA (66-2817 R.C.M. 1947) requires that
apprentices work with a licensed electrician, the Board feels it
is reasonable to impose such requirement on site.
The Board
feels that giving the employer such training prerogatives,
imposes upon him the responsibility of assuring that the training will meet the requirements of sections 37-68-102 (G6-2803
R.C.M. 1947) and 37-68-305 (66-2807 R.C.M. 1947) MCA.

, DI
DEPARTMENT OF PROFES ONAL
AND OCCUPATIONAL LICENSING
Certified to the Secretary of State, March 6, 1979.
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VOLUME NO. 38

OPINION NO. 10

PROBATION AND PAROLE
Parole Eligibility of Prisoners
Designated As "Persistent Felony Offenders" or as "NonDangerous"; Parole Eligibility of Prisoners With No Designation.
SECTIONS - 46-18-404 and 46-23-201(1) MCA
SECTIONS- 95-2206.16 and 95-3214(1), R.C.M. 1947.
HELD: l.

Subject to the exceptions set forth in section
46-23-201(1), MCA {§95-3214(1), R.C.M. 1947) a
prisoner who is sentenced to a time sentence for a
crime committed on or after July l, 1977, is
ineligible for parole until he has served one-half
of his full sentence, less good time, unless he
has been designated a "non-dangerous offender" by
the sentencing court .

.2.

A prisoner who has been designated as "nondangerous" is ineligible for parole until he has
served one-quarter of his full sentence, less good
time.

3.

Designation of a prisoner as a "persistent felony
offender" has no significance for parole eligibility with respect to sentences imposed for
crimes occurring on or after July l, 1977.
However, for crimes committed between July l, 1975
and June 30, 1977, inclusive, designated persistent felony offenders must serve one-third of
their sentences befot·e they are eligible for
parole
2 March 1979

Nick A. Rotering
Legal Counsel
Department of Institutions
1539 Eleventh Avenue
Helena, Montana 59601
Dear Mr. Rotering:
You have
question:

requested

an

opinion

concerning

the

following

When is a prisoner serving a time sentence
eligible for parole if he has not been designated
a "non-dangerous" offender by the sentencing
court?

Montail,l

/\dmi n.l.slrat.ive 1-\.c:q
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Provision for "non-dangerous offender" designation is made
in section 46-18-404, MCA (§95-2206.16, R.C.M. 1947), which
was enacted in 1977. Laws of Montana (1977), ch. 340, sec.
5. The section provides in relevant part:
(1)
The sentencing court shall designate an
offender a non-dangerous offender for purposes of
eligibility for parole under part 2 of chapter 23
if:
(a) during the 5 years preceding the commission of the offense for which the offender is
being sentenced, the offender was neither convicted of nor incarcerated for an offense
committed in this state or any other JUrisdiction
for which a sentence to a term of imprisonment in
excess of 1 year could have been imposed; or
(b)
the court has determined, based on any
pre-sentence report and the evidence presented at
the trial and the sentencing hearing, that the
offender does not represent a substantial danger
to other persons or society.

***
Designation as a "non-dangerous offender" is tied to parole
eligibility standards of part 2, chapter 23 of Title 46,
specifically section 46-23-201(1), MCA (§95-3214(1), R.C.M.
1947).
Section 46-23-201(1) provides that a prisoner is
ineligible for parole until he has served a prescribed
minimum of his sentence.
As amended in 1977 (see Laws of
Montana (1977), ch. 184, 340 and 580), it provides:
(1)
Subject to the following restrictions, the
board shall release on parole by appropriate order
any person confined in the Montana state prison,
except persons under sentence of death and persons
serving sentences imposed under 46-18-202(2), when
in its opinion there is reasonable probability
that the prisoner can be released without detriment to himself or to the community:
(a) No convict serving a time sentence may be
paroled until he has served at least one-half of
his term, less the good time allowance provided
for in 53-30-105; except that a convict designated
as a nondangerous offender under 46-18-404 may be
paroled after he has served one-quarter of his
full term, less the good time allowance provided
for in 53-30-105.
Any offender serving a time
sentence may be paroled after he has served, upon
his term of sentence, 17 1/2 years.

S-l/15/79
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(b) No convict serving a life sentence may be
paroled until he has served 30 years, less the
good time allowance provided for in 53-30-105.
Prior to its amendment in 1977, section 46-23-201 ( 1) had
provided, generally, that persons serving time sentences
were ineligible for parole until they had served one-quarter
of their full sentence.
Section 46-18-404 and the 1977 amendments to section 46-23201(1) have spawned three questions.
The first question is whether the increase in the len~th of
time a prisoner is ineligible for parole can be appl1ed to
prisoners sentenced in connection with crimes committed
prior to July l, 1977. The recent case of State v. Azure,
Mont.
, 587 P.2d 1297 (1978) held tnatit cannot.
A law which eliminates or delays a defendant 1 s
parole elgibili ty after the criminal offense has
been committed is ex post f~cto as applied to that
defendant.
587 P.2d at 1298.
See also State v. Gone,
Mont.
, 587 P.2d 1291 (1978); anastate ex rel:-Irelson v.
ETISWorth, 142 Mont. 14, 380 P.2d 88b\1961}. - - -~The second question concerns when a prisoner is eligible for
parole if he has not been expressly designated as "nondangerous" in a judgment of conviction.
Section 46-23201(1), MCA, provides express and unqualified guidance. It
provides that a defendant serving a time sentence is
ineligible for parole while serving the first one-half of
his sentence, less good time, unless he has been designated
a non-dangerous offender.
T~deSlgnaliOll as
a nonaangerous offender must affirmatively appear from the judgment of conviction for a defendant to be eligible for parole
after serving one-quarter of his sentence. Any prisoner who
has not been expressly designated as "non-dangerous" in
connection with a sentence proposed for a crime committed
after July l, 1977, is ineligible for parole until he has
served one-half of his sentence, less good time.
The third question concerns the effect designation as a
"persistent felony offender" has upon parole eligibl ili ty.
In 1975, the legislature enacted provisions providing that
designated as persistent felony offenders were
1neligible for parole during the first one-third of their

~ersons
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Since the legislature did not specify an effective date for
the 1975 provisions, they became effective July l, 1975.
Section 102-2-201(1), MCA (section 43-507, R.C.M. 1947).
The 1975 provisions were repealed in 1977 at the same time
the legislature amended section 46-23-201(1) to provide that
all prisoners serving time sentences, except those designated as "non-dangerous", are ineligible for parole during
the first one-half of their sentences, less good time.
Therefore, "persistent felony offenders" designation is
significant only as to those prisoners sentenced in
connection with crimes committed between July 1, 1975 and
June 30, 1977, inclusive. It has no significance in
connection with crimes committed on or after July l, 1977.
THEREFORE, IT IS MY OPINION:
1.

Subject to the exceptions set forth in section 46-23201(1), MCA (§95-3214(1) R.C.M. 1947) a prisoner who is
sentenced to a time sentence for a crime committed on
or after July 1, 1977, is ineligible for parole until
he has served one-half of his full sentence, less good
time, unless he has been designated a "non-dangerous
offender" by the sentencing court.

2.

A prisoner who has been designated as non-dangerous is
ineligible for parole until he has served one-quarter
of his full sentence, less good time.

3.

Designation of a prisoner as
a "persistent felony
offender" has no significance for parole eligibility
with respect to sentences imposed for crimes occurring
on or after July 1, 1977. However, for crimes committed between July 1, 1975 and June 30, 1977,
inclusive, designated persistent felony offenders must
serve one-third of their sentences before they are
eligible for parole.
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